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The p:::esent: \,·ork. invest i gates the aerothermal effect:s on the 
electro-optical perfornanc e of a model infrared seeker nissile at 
Mach 4 and small angle of attack. 1'" ... '0 wi:1dow dome configurations are 
s t udied: an opt ical hemispherical and el l ipsoida l shape wi ndow 
attached to a 3:1 ogive nose . A three-dimensional thi.n-layer 
compress i bl e fl ow solver is used to compute the flow f ield i n front 
of the "Iindow and t he window aerodynamic heating . Grid adaptation is 
perforn:ed in o rder to accurately c ompute t.he fl ow field and capt ure 
t he bow shock. Noise-3quivalent - Temperat.ll re - Di ff erer.ce degradation 
due to "background" noise o f the hot windoll.' is d erived and computed 
for 3 leve l s of a rray non uni f orn:i ty for a ran ge of me an d ome 
temperatures covering t he ·,..;hole s'-1persc:1ic regime. Acquisi tion range 
f or a st a':":" ing sensor is es tinated f or several maritime scena:::ios 
modeled by LO.<JTRA!\ code . Bac kg round pho t.or, flux di s t :::ibution on an 
array ge:1e:::ated by the :"1ot dome i s cOIllo')uted using radiatiO:1 t rans f e r 
nethods and LLe co:nputed dome tempera t ure. r e is fou rld that ar ray 
non-ll'1iforn:ity :"1as a strong in fluence on t he s e eke r per f or:nance . 
This study i ndica tes that the non uniformi::y of '_be dome te::lPera tur e 
fi eld has a signi f icant i n f:uence on the array fixed pattern noise 
induced by dome e miss ion and, as a r esult, on t he seeker de tec tion 
and tracking abi l ity . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
l<'light at h i gh supersonic spe eds through the atmosphere i s 
characterized by high a~rokine:.ic heating rates and gas compression 
in fro n t of the missile. Lar-ge density varia t ion and heating of the 
window significantly affects the performance o f ii vehicular infrared 
(IR) sensor, leading to major 0.85igo problems of IR seeking 
missiles . Presently, I R wi:.dows that operate in the low supersoni c: 
flight. regime exist and are in operil.tion. ;-/owcver, fu tu:::-e 1 3. and 
dual mode tac tica l miosiles will :::-equire IR syste!'ls which are 
capable of effective operation in much more severe f l ight 
environments. The durability and survivability of the dome p l cqs a 
major role in defining the f light envelop€o of t hese missi l es. 
For the case of a classical IR seeker installed at the tip of 
the missile nose, the outermost effect of the f l ow field on th e 
optical perfo!.!l1ance i~ d '..le to the large density jump across the bow 
shock " .. ave in front cf the IR "linde'll. Thi~ deno;ity gradient refracts 
optical rays and acts as a lens. Gas behind the shock is highly 
compressed anc heated. De:1sity variations in this compressed f l ow 
downstrean of t he shock create refractive inde".<: vari at ions ar-d have 
the effect of a gradient index lens. The principa l optical effects 
are reso lu tion (bl ur and defocus) and boresight e rror . Another 
effect of :.he compressed flow is acrod~amic heating of the window 
itself . As the IR dOI!'.e heats up, its sel f - emi~sion may adversely 
i mpact the operaticn of the seeker system in a high-speed flight 
situation. The added background- induced n oise will lower the 
effective performance 0': the system in terms of detect ion range, 
resolution and tracki!1g capability. High resolution is desirable 
for detection (inc luding c lutter rejection), tracking accuracy, a!1d 
recognition. The boresight error can affect performance i n several 
ways. Boresight f luctuations (caused by turbulence, shock 
interaction, or coolant mixing) can b l ur images and induce angle 
noise in the tracking system. Changes in boresight caused by body 
motion (e. g. changing shock positio!1 or window distortion) appear as 
position erro!:"s or tracking rate errors that adversely affect 
sensors used in guidance and navigation. 
Significant radiation from the compressed gas comes from heating 
by its passage through a strong shock wave. This effect, however, is 
only significant at higher Mach numbers (oo M >7), when the perfect 
gas assumption breaks down and chemical !:"eactions must be 
cons ide red . 
A mission analysis [1] for the future tactical missile 
generation revealed a requirement for high supersonic speeds of 
operation. This will produce very high aerodynar.1ic pressures and 
ther~l stresses on the optical window that protects the I R 
detection system. Severe environmental conditions encountered at 
very high aerodynamic speeds has forced the deve lopment of new 
exotic materials, capable of withstanding such high temperatures and 
erosion . Traditionally, the shape of most I R windows or domes that 
protect the IR seeke!:" has beef! a truncated hemisphere. Although this 
configuration has some advar.tages from the optics point of view, 
because of easier fab:::- ication and design, it imposes a considerable 
aerodynamic drag penalty on the vehicle [2]. Therefore, 
ellipsoidal window is proposed . Such window design would decrease 
the arcro:lyr.amic drag of the vehicle, increasing i tsrange. 
addi Lion, it is expected Lhat it will C:elay boundary layer 
t ransit:ion and recuce aerothermod',rnamica l ly imposed stresses within 
the IR windo"'; mater i al [ 3 ] . As a result, the self~emission photon 
rad iation f rom the window in t o t he de t ector will decrease [ 2] [4], 
and the detection range wil l improve. 
The temperature fie l c on t he \,·indo' ... ' is ol> t <l::'ned numerical l y, 
using t he OVERFLOW !; low so l ver. Conparison with available data was 
cO:lducted to va l idate to sorr,e degr ee the computation, and to give 
conf i dence in the tenperature :t:esul ts obtained. Using this data, t he 
aero-thermal effects which af f ect the i maging performance o f an II' 
seeker ;..'e r e e valuated. 
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Figwe 1-1. Infrared Dome Design Constraims 

II. BACKGROUND 
BLUNT BODY STRUCTURE 
[, typical b l unt - body, supersonic f l ow field is "ho'.tm in £o'ig.2 - 1. 
This fig ure ShO"lS the gener.al structure of t~e f l ow f ield i n front 
of the , .. "indow mounted at the nose of a superso!lic vehi c l e . ':'he shock 
l'IdVe is detached and normal shock relations may he w-;ec La estimate 
the cllange in density a.Long t he stagnatio:l streamline. A comp l ete 
flO'. .. ' fi e ld ar.d sr,ock - structure solution 6.epen6s on body geometry and 
night Mach nwnDer . Such solutions are complex because of mixed 
subsonic (M<l) and 5uperso:li c (N)1) regions in the f10· .... fie1d. The 
governing equations a:::-e mathematical l y e l l iptical in tr.e subsonic 
region and hyperbo J ie in the supersonic r egion . Time - dependent 
numeci_cal techniques are used to dete:::-mine f l ow f ields surrounding 
b l ;mt bodies [5]. An empirical formula for the shock sta.nd- off 
dis t ance, Ll, at the tjp of a conical body · .... ith a hemispherical nose 
.i s 
6/R. 0 143e [ J. 2<1,,-'J (2-1) 
where R is t he nose radius. This equation shows t :"1at the s:"10CK 
standoff distance decreases with Mach number . In t:"1is formula i t is 
assumed that t he detached shOCK wave is a hyperbola that is 
asymptotic to Ule free s t ream Mach angle. The equation f or the 
coordinates of the shock around a hemisphere - cone [ 6 ] is 
(2-2) 
SuP<Orsonic region tllat h,. infl""nc~ 
on Ih~ sonic \in~ and subso nic re~ion 
Um;lingchar~"t~ri'lic 
Supersonic re&ion Ih~t h3$ 
iMluen""onlh~sonicli~ 
andsuh.onk "'l:ion 
(al Low ,,'p<n;ollic Mach number (b)HypersQlljcM~chnumber 
Figure 2-1. [/lustra/ion of/he flow field infron/ of the missile's nose. 
B. AERODYNAMIC HEATING AND HEAT TRANSFER 
1. The Heat Transfer Process 
A vehicle operating a:; supersonic conditions is heated by heat 
generated within the boundary layer that surrounds it. Heat is 
produced by the conversion of ki:letic energy through flow 
deceleration in the boundary layer, as shown in Fig.2-2. Heat is 
transferred to the body surface by conduction which is represented 
by F'ourie r ' s la',.; of heat conductio:l given by [7] 
(2-3) 
where the temperature gradient in the bounda.ry l a.yer is evaluated at 
the ,,.all . 
ToO ~ 
I 
I---- T.~ · · T .. mp. 
Figure 2-2. Thermal boundary layer remperalUre distrib"tion 
near insulated wall [8] 
Thermal diffusion by condu ct i on is a complex three- dimensional 
problem. The solution of this problem requ i r es Lhe formulation of an 
energy ba L :l.:1Ce , .... hich considers Lhe thermal energy s t ored at each 
point in the :;t ruc ture as '"Ie l l the ther:nal energy conducted . I n 
r ecL ilinear c oordinates thi s energy ba1aLce i s give n "'s fo 11_oW5: 
(2-4) 
rl~I _ I ..... lotod Plot~ 
Figure 2-3. Effici of heuting (lnd cooling on 
lemper(llUre distribulion f8] 
Figure 2-4. Distributiun of temperature near 
insu{(lted wall {8]. 
In practice heat transfer is computed using finite differenc es and 
finite e l ement methods for heat conduction. At elevated temperatures 
a surfac e will lose heat to its surroundings by radiation according 
to the Stefan- Bol tzmann law, given by 
where =5 67xl::J -B Wm-2 K-' and r: is the surf ace emissivity having 
values between 0 and 1 depending on the material, TBG is the 
background tempe rature a t which the background radiates back t o the 
sur f ace . There is also the possibility of r adiating from the skin o f 
the vehicle to its own int ernal structure . While the form of t he 
Stefan-Bolt zman~ law is the same, the temperatures of the radiating 
surfaces and non- gray absorpt ion and emission mus t be considered . 
EXT/ERJOR 
RAO/AnON SOLAR HEATING 
SKIN 
RAOIATION 
Figure 2"5. Heat transfer modes 
2 _ Rec overy TeI!lperatu re 
It is impoytant to note t.l:.at in gases the adiabatic wall 
tf'!mperature is al .. mys less than the f'::-ee-:otream stagnation 
temperature, TOM_ This condi t. ion is i n contras t to ' .... :aat one may 
expect from the wel l known temperature - l1ach number relation 
'/ 
(2-6) 
Viscous effects wi thin the boundary l ayer decrease the veloci t y 
from t~f'! freestream value at tl:.e oute-::- edge of the bour.dary laye-::- to 
7.cro c. t t he surface . compression heating would give a 
stagnat.ion telaperature of 
at: the Burface (that is, in Eg_ 7-6 If'!t T, ~ Tc- and T2 '" 1'_ . Tben 
Ml = 0 and M] = [>L). To- is the value of temperature where the 
velocity is zero, i.e. at the stagnation point. On the other hand, 
in continuum flow the velocity at the wall is zero, but as already 
stated, the adiabatic wall temperature is always less than the free-
stream stagnation temperature T""". 
Macb Number 
Figure 2-6. Stagnation tempera/urI.' versus Mach number at 
several altitudes[9] 
In practice, heat is conducted outwards through the boundary 
layer . Viscous dissipation produces additional heat and the actual 
temperature reached at the surface (assuming no heat transfer into 
the surface) is called the recovery temperature[8]. Therefore, for 
prac t ical computations, it is convenient to define a quantity known 
as the recovery factor, r. which is a measure of the fraction of the 
local free- stream dynamic - ter:tperature rise recovered at the wall: 
10 
(2-8) 
Using the simple energy equation 
(2-9) 
where cp is the specific heat at 1) constant. pressure and V_ is the 
free - stream veloci ty , other f orms of the recovery factor may be 
written as 
r _ ~. T , ,_T. . 2 ( T " ,1 
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It. is obvious that if t.he entire plate is adiabatic, energy 
considerations dictate that t.he mean stagnation temperature wit.h 
respect. to mass flow must be equal to the free~sr;ream stagnation 
temperature Tow' Since the wall t.emperature is less than To-' it 
foLLOWS that the distribution of st.agnation ternperat.ure ';,Tithin t.he 
boundary layer must be of t.he form shown in Fig . 2 ~4, ';,Tith sone 
po!'tion of the boundary laye!' having a stagnation temperature 
great.er than Ta- ' 
The value of the recovery fact.or depends upon Prandtl number Pr 
which is a ratio measuring the effects of conduction and dissipation 
mentioned above . The Prandtl nwnber is defined by 
"c 
----E. ~ 0 . 71 far air at M.P.T . 
k 
(2- 11) 
';,There p is the coefficient of viscosit.y and k is the tl'lermal 
conductivity. These coefficients are strongly temperature dependent 
and graphs sho .. ,ing this dependence are drawn in Fig.2 ~ 7 . It can be 
shown that the recovery factor i s approximated in t erns of the 
Prandtl nwnber: 
r· Pc" (2-12) 
where n=1/2 for laminar f low and n:l/3 f or turbulent f low . Whi l e 
this is a useful approxination, the recovery is also a function of 
the pressure gradient and l ocal Mach nwnber. 
The adiabatic wall terr.perature is then given by an equation such 
12 
(2-13) 
wher e U" is the veloc.i t.y a t L'lc edge of the boundary layer and e p is 
the speci fi c heat . 
In missi le f::. iqr::t the d ome is subjected to aerodynamic heating 
resulting f rom the c onvective heat - tran s f er process de.scribed by the 
equation 
(2-14) 
,,"'here T .. is the wa l l t emperat u r e and Tr the r ecov ery(adiabatic ) wa l l 
t emperature . The adiaba:::ic wa l l terepe r:ature is that t.ernperature at 
which the h eat - tran5fer to t:'le wall is zero, 'where the 
t emperature gradient in the boundary wal l ::'s zero, as sholo\'Tl i n 
:--i9.2 - 3 . The heat-trans:::er: coefficient i s the racio of the h eating 
rate to the the:!;"mal driv i ng potential. 
T:'le h eat trans f et" coeff i cient h in Eq. ( 2 -1 4 ) varies con.siderabl y 
with f l ight condit ions. It is often more conveniem: to work with a 




Stanton number and skin friction coefficient are linked by 
the Reynolds analogy 
(2-16) 
where C, is the ski n-friction coefficient and S is the <t::1alogy 
factor _ 
3 _ Heat Transfer to a Hemi sphere 
The aerodynamic flow over a he~ispherical ::1ose is laminar at 
the stagnat ion point. As the air accelerates in passing from the 
stagnation point to the base of the hemisphere, it can go through 
transit i on, and the boundary layer generally becomes turbulent . 
This, happens at Reynolds numbers around 4x10' [2 J . 
For the laminar case, Sibulkin has shown that locally the 
Stanton number on a hemisphere stagnat i on point can be written 
( 0,,] 0.'( ~D] ( "'_D) St · 0.763 ~ --k , , (2-17) 
where D is the diameter of the hemisphere, J3 is t he velocity 
gradient and /.l is the viscosity. 
All of the fl u id properties are evaluat ed at t he local 
conditions just outside the boundary layer. In the case of 
stagnation this corresponds t o stagnation temperature and p i to t 
pressure. This reduces £q . (2 - 17) to[2 J 
9.37 
iRe ,11i7D (2-18) 
where ( c,J-1/~) • . P . is the stagnation Prandtl nU!l'b~ r (approximately 
0 . 72 for nor:na l ::light conditions), p_uDl il_ is the free-stream 
Reynolds number based on h e m::'sphere diameter. The subscript a refers 
t;o total or stagnation values. 
From Ref [l J . 
" [ ~D)'O [ p-"p] '" r 0.763 - -
u 11* \. 
(2- 19) 
The subscripc: 0 denotes the total or stagnation value after the 
air passes through the shock wave. If it is assumed that iJ oc and 
the perfec t gas e quac:ions a r e used t hen Eg. (2 -1 8) reCllces to the 
genera l lami.nar Stanton nurr0er equation . This gives t.he ht:'at -
transf:er rate at the s t agnatiO:1 point where the r ecovery factor, r, 
(2-20) 
equa l s 1 . The lar:\ina~' heat - transfer rate de~reases away from the 
stagnation point. At -che stagnation poin t . another semi-empi rical 
formuld can be used 1'.0 calculate the heat t".ransfer [4j 
Prom this £ormu J..-" C . Kl ein showed t.hat the most seve re thermal 
environme nt in terms of temper a , .ures does not correlate with the 
highest thermal - flux sir.l:ation [41. 
When t he boundary layer is tl:rbc;lent, the Stanton number bas a 
I<:axi:mml at about L,Ou f r om -the stagnation p01.nt, then decreases 
further aft. 
As sho'ml from the Ec;: . (2-7) at supersonic speeds the temperatures 
reached are quite high, which raises the issue of suitability of 
certain materials as IR transmissive materials in a high temperature 
environment. :--iowever, it must be determined first whether the time 
frames are such that the surface temperatures can approach 
stagnation- type limits. ?or that purpose, one may consider the 




which characterizes the transfer of heat across the boundary layer 
in relation to the dome's ability to transport heat. Here L 
represents the dome thickness. If the wall is thermodynamically 
thin, i. e . Bi«l and the radiation and conduction losses are 
negligible, then the aerodynamic heat-transfer rate can be equated 
to the rate of enthalpy increase within the wall, 
(2-22) 
where p" :::""epre sents the window density and c"'" the heat capacity of 
the window . 
I f there is a step change in the aerodynamic conditions, e.g. 
velocity (thUS a step change in h and Tr ), the solution is 
16 
'I' _T 
T~ T, (2-23) 
where Ti equals the initial temperature at" t ; C. At higher Mach 
numbers (higher ,,,,, i ndow temperatures), the radi a ti oIl heat transfe:::-
plays a sigr,i[icant part . If this is t.o be considered, the heat-
ba l ance equat::'on becomes 
(2-24) 
The Eq . (2-24) ca.'"! De solved for a series of cons t.dIlt te.'llpe:::-atur"es t o 
yield d mo:::-e accu:::-ate temperature history . The true equilibrium 
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Figur~ 2-8. Time COnslanlfor aerodynamic h~alil1g{2J 
17 
Eq. {2-2SJ is used to give an indication of the relative rate of 
temperature increase . The equation for a time constant, 1, is 
(2-25) 
and gives the ti::ne to reach equilibrium 
~. 2.. ~ 0.368 
T r- Tj (2·26) 
in the absence of radiation . In Fig.2 - 8 the generalized time 
constant for an arbitrary set of conditions, and a typica l naterial , 
MgF 2 , 0.07 in. thick, is used to get a specific time constant . For 
1 nun thick diamond domes, the heat transfer coefficient at the 
s t agnation point leads to very sma l l Biot numbers, which in turn 
suggests thermal time constants of the order of 1 sec at very high 
altitudes. In these conditions, for flight times of about 10 
seconds or more, diamond missile domes wi l l indeed reach the 
recovery temperature [4] . 
As will be discussed in l ater sections, the self emission of 
the dome window, due to the high t emperatures induced by aerokinetic 
heating, is an aero - optical effect that wil l have a major influence 
on the sensor performance in a high speed flight "ituation . Dome 
emission is going to depend on the e::nissivity of the dome material 
among other variables. An accurate prediction of the dOlne emissivity 
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should consider the thickness at the c.o:ne. 'rhereforc a discussion of 
the calculation o f IR dome thic~ness is relevant. The dome ' s abi] ity 
to withstand the thermal shock induced by transient heating on a 
fly - out trajectory is one o f the ma j or proble:ns encOl.:ntered in the 
design o f hig:"1 superson i c IR seeker domes . The subject of t:'lel';"rnal 
shock :::esis tancc of I R domes has been very we l l characterized and 
analysed by Dr. Claude Klei::1. The following sub-sections swmnarize 
some o [ his publishea \-.'ork on the subject [4] [1 0] [25] . 
1. Thc>rmal Shock Resistance of the IR Dome 
One of the mos t constra i ni::1g factors in the design o f IR 
missile wir.dow domes :'s the one attribu-::-.ed to br i ttle fracture 
causec. by thermal shock [1 0]; the fracture is ind'.lced by tensile 
stresses on t:'le ·cold " side corresponding to the inner surface of 
the dome. These stresses are caused by the sucden temperature 
gradients generated by aerodynamic :'leating, which in conjunction 
with thermal expansion, produce compressions on t :"1e outer surface 
anc tensions on the inside. 
Starting with the expressiO::1 for the maxirr.um stress experienced 
by a clamped plate, or a complete sphere, 
(2-27) 
if there i s a linear temperature vari.ation across Lhe thick..."1.oSS and 
i f both are free to expand: 
(2-28) 
whe~e .1T refers to the temperature difference between the outer anc. 
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where LlT refers to the temperature difference between the outer and 
inner surfaces. In a transient situation, LlT is a strong function of 
time and depends critically upon the heat-transport process as 
charac t erized by the Biot number, Bi. If the condition B1<1 applies, 
/.IT peaks when the backface temperature starts to rise, which occurs 
long before the front reaches the stagnation temperature, and, thus, 
leads t o 
(2-29) 
In a first approximation, therefore, a thermally- thin dome will 
be subjected to a peak stress that amounts tollO] 
(2-30) 
where (Bi) .•• refers to ~he Biot number at the stagnation point, T~, 
is the relevant stagnation temperature, and Ti. .. must be set equal to 
the wall temperature at the onset of the shock. Assessing the 
t hermal shock resistance (TSR) then boils down to comparing I a ... x I" 
with the allowable flexural stress, 0[/4 , which is best done by 
defining TSR as follows , 
[ 0,141 TSR • 10 log --
IO,,-,x Ip _ 
(2-31) 
if the results are to be quantified . The stress ratio can be 
expressed as a product of three terms , 
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(2-32) 
The first: term involves intrinsic rF.Cl':eria l properties onl y, t he 
second term depends UpO:l both the diame ter 0:: the dome (through the 
heat trans f er coefficient) and its thickness, while the t hi rd term 
reflects the severity o f the aerothe~al envirorJr.ent . 
+ =-I~I - r,e? . 
= " 
= 
2-9_ Schematic of a dome 
""fi"""",mfIOf 
2. Pressure Induced Stresses 
At Hach r.urnbers 1~3, the pressure distribut i on on a spheroidal 
shel l vari es essen':.ially as the cosine square of the stagnat::'on 
ang l e, whi ch implies thaL , for Won; f.- c a se type cd) culati.ons, we rl'.ay 
assume tha t the aerodynamic pressure on a trunca ted he:nisphere is 
uni for m and equa l to the stagnation pressure Pst. high 
supersonic f l ight, a fuUy vented IR dome as in Fig. 2-9, must, 
therefore. be able to withstand a pressure load[lO] 
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(2-33) 
wher-e p~<lp~ r-efers to the pressure ratio across the bow shock and 
along the stagnat=-on streamline: 
(2-34) 
The external pressures give rise to a complex stress pattern 
that r-eflects the nature of the edge attachment, i.~., the 
stiffness of the dome interface ' ... ith the suppo!:"t ring . Two limiting 
cases wi ll be consider-ed[lO]; (a) the simply supported shell that is 
free to bend when subjected to the action of a uniform normal 
pressure, and (b) the shell with built-in (or clamped) edges that is 
restrained from moving in the ":::adial" direction. For simply 
supported shells, the maximum stress induced by bending, o"",x' is 
t ensile and oheys the eqt.:ation 
(2-35) 
provided the dome aspect ratio, LIR, satisfies the condit ion 
sJn1
2;eJ ~ ~~ S;~~~8) , (2-36) 
where 8 designates the hemisphere truncation angle (see Fig . 2-9) . 
For edge-constrained shells, the predominant str-ess is compressive 
and local ized at the base of the dome, near t he interface. 
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relates t.o the aspect !"at.io cf the do:ne in a very ~imple re l at::'on 
.>"in" (8) ~ !:.~ sin' (8) 
12 ,-,- (2-37) 
if the condition 
1 . 2 ~ (2-3&) 
is met . Evaludting Eq. (2-35) for seve:::-a l angles 8 shows that , on a 
relative scale, the bending stress depends solely 0:1 the wall 
thickness (the sc:::-ess increases as che thickness decreas es) and can 
be app!"oxirr.ated by means of the relation 
(2-39) 
as long as the conditions (2 - "37) are ~atisfied. It is also ~een that 
th::'s stress represents a \\Iorst case in the sense that constraining 
t he edge displacement would decrease th~ st!"~sses, especially for 
low aspect !"atio domes. 3ecause of the thel"Irldl eXpansion mismatc h at 
the inter::ace of the infrared dO!lle and its support structure, d 
"float.il'.g" dttachment scheme that rl.ecouples che dome from the 
missile body would be desi:::-able, a nd such optimized attach.:nent 
should resu l t i n pressure - i nduced tensile stresses as given by 
Eq. (2-39). The maxi mum tensile stresses failure criter i on, i.e. 
(1-10) 
where or refers to the nominal flexure strengt.h of the dome :naterial, 
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and SF is an appropriate safety factor, then yields t he minimum 
thickness required to preven': fracture . Since currently available I R 
transmitting dome materials are brittle ceramics, they may exhibit 
a wide range of fracture probabilities under apparently identical 
loadings, which suggests safety factors of at least four (4) if Of 
is the characteristic flexural strength derived from Weibull 
statistical ana l ysis. It is concluded that the dome thickness 
required for withstanding a pressure load Llp with good probability 
of survival can be obtained from the following equation: 
(2-4!) 
In analysing the interchange of radiant energy among surfaces, 
it is necessary to know their emission, reflection, and absorption 
characteristics. Besides the obvious need for transparency, a 
critical requirement for an I~ window in a hot environment is that 
i t: emits little radiation that would obscure the scene being viewed . 
In the next sections the emission properties of windows will be 
explored. 
1 . Radiomet ry 
In describing the directional transport of energy, it is 
convenient to deal wi th the radiant: energy (in j ou l es) contained 
within a small solid ang l e d(J. This naturally leads to the concept 
of the radiant intensity . The radiant: flux, I]J (in watts) emitted 
per unit solid angle (w) by a point source in a given direct i on is 
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called radiant intensity, I, and is given by l 19] 
( W!sr] (2-42) 
I'.nothe=- 1..:sefu: rad i ometric term i s the rad.i.ant fl ux density at a 
surface, measured ie viat':s per square meter. It may be either 
emitted from a st:-" t ace in ''''hieh case it i5 cal l e d radiar;t 
exitance, M, or i:1cident on':o a surface, in , ... hleh case is called 
irradiance, E. 
The inve,::'se-square la''''' of radiation from a point source is 
derived by cal cll l ating the i:::-radiance o t: a point sO'J.rce o n a 
spherica l surface surrounding the point, of solid angle 411 Br and 
surface area 4nr~ . Hence 
(2-43) 
The radiance , L, represents the radiant energy per llnit time 
a r,d unit surface area that passes th:::-ough a solid angle dw inclined 
at an angle e with respect to the surface normal . This sltt:ation is 
=-epresented in Fig, 2 - 10. The radiance is given by 
[w!::>' -sr] (2-44) 
case of spectral quant i ties (wavelength-dependent 
dist: ribnt-.ion), a subscript A is affixed to the radiometric 
quantitie5, whereas for total radiation these SUbscripts a:::-e 
omitted . In general, t:'le di,eet l on uf the inter.si ty is specified by 
angles e and r/J of a sphe:::-ical surface as sho .... m i n Fig. 2 -1 O. In t:'le 
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case of a Lambertian surface, the intensity for a certain radius of 
tce su!"face varies in accordance with the following relatio:1, 
1(8) . I(O) cos e . (2-45) 
In this case the radiance is independent of the viewi:1g angle, and 
tce su:dace is said to be perfectly diffuse . The intensity 
distribu':.ions are related to the corresponding hemispherical 
radiation fluxes by integration over the hemisphere su!"rounding the 
surface. As an exampl e, for a flat surface, the radiant power <t> 
leaving the surface is connected wi'.;.h the radiant intensity at the 
surface as fo l lows: 
L~ I (0) CDS e at.) [Wl (2-46) 
in which the subscript 'hem ' denotes the hemisphere. Similar 
rela'.;.ionships appl y for the incident and ref lected radiant fluxes. 
Figure ] . J(). Angle Notalion. 
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2. Blackbody Radiation 
The ideal b l ackbody is a perfectly efficient and diffuse 
emitter of rad iant energy. No body at the same temperature can emit 
more rad ia tion at any wavelength or in t o any direction than can a 
blackbody at the same temperature. It follows that a blackbody is 
also a perfect absorber: all radiation incident on a blackbody will 
be absorbed regardless of wavelengt:h or angle of incidence . The 
spectra l r adiant: exitance MA of a b l ackbody is given by the Planck 
equation , 
M 2nho'[_' I /-.' AS enc/Mt 1 (2-47) 
where the physica l constants h , C, and k represent the p lanck 
constant, the speed of light, and the Boltzmann constant 
respectively . After substituting the v a lues of these constants in 
the Planck equation. the resul t is 
(2-4 8) 
where A is in micrometers and T is in kelvins . The spectral r a d i ant 
exitance for three background temperatures is plotted in Fig. 2-11 . 
The peak exitance, A ..... shifts toward shorter wavelengths with 
increasing temperature according to the Wien displacement law, 
expressed as 
(2-49) 
Integration of the spectral radiant e xitance of Eq . (2-47) over all 
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wavelengths gives the total radiant exitance given by 
M · OT' (2 -50) 
known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law, with 0 as the Stefan- Boltzrr.ann 
constant, equal to 5. 67xlO ""W!mz·K'. 
The emissivity E expresses quantitatively the fact that real 
surfaces always emit less radiation then a blackbody . The blackbody 
emissivity is expressed as the ratio of the total radiant exitance 
of the body to the total radiant exitance of a blackbody at the Sc\]N? 
temperature, 





Figure 2-11. Blackbody radiarion spectral distribution at three background 
lemperatures!20j. 
3 _ Directional Emissivi t.y 
The angular emissivity is do:ined as the ratio of tc,e radiance 
in a particula:::- direction to the radia!1ce of a blackbody in that: 
sa:ne direction. In general, for arbi tra:::-y surface conditions, the 
di:o;tribution of the emitted radiance L d epends on two angles e and 
<!: as shown in Fig. 2 - 10 . On the other hand. the blackbody radiance 
L1ilJ is uniform. Consequently, one can write 
E (T,e,¢) . 
' ,. 
(2-52) 
Eq . (2 - 52) states that, for a diffuse sur f ace, the direc~ional 
emissivity is independent of angle and is equal to the hemispherical 
emissi vi ty. 
The directional emissivity characteristics of real surfaces are 
revealed by measurements perfottr.ed on a variety of materials by E. 
Scb.'llidt and E . Eckert[llJ . One of ~heir measured distributions is 
reproduced in Fig. 2-11. The figures are in the form of polar 
diagrams in which the concentric circles a r e contours of constant 
emissivi ty c and the radial lines are contours of constant angle e . 
The surfaces employed in the experiments were presumably isotropic, 
and no dependence on the angle Q is indicated. The temperatures of 
the various test surfaces were typically a few hundred degrees 
Fahrenheit. The directional emissivity resu l ts were determined from 
total radiation measurements. 
Figure 2 - 11 shows that, for nonmetals, the directional 
emissivity remains essentially uniform for inclination angles 
between 0° and 50 - 60°; then it drops off quite rapidly to zero. In 
the region of near uniformity, the emissivity values are in the 
range from 0.8 to 0.95, which is typical for dielectrics. 
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Figure 2-12. Distribution of the tolal directional emil/ance for several dielectrics{l1j 
The direct=-o:1<ll emissivity characteris t iC5 displayed by 
metallic surfaces are some\"hat different [rom t!:JOse just discussed. 
In t.he range of angles between 0° and 3 0 - 40°, E: remains quite 
'Jniform. However. at larger angular inclinations E: increa5es quite 
sharply. The percentage j ncrease is more pronou:1ced when the level 
o f eI:liSSivity is 10'.'1 . At ang l es approac~"1ing 90° t.he directional 
erdssivity should appr-oach zero . 
The directional absorpt ivity is tbe fraction of the radi ant 
energy incident on the surface f roI:l a specific direction that is 
absorbec. accorda:1ce with Kirchoff ' s law, the directiona l 
monochromatic absorptivi t y and the direc-:.ior_al lnonoclicomatic 
emissivity are eqJ.al provided tha-:. tbe inc ident beam is unifor:nly 
polal--ized . That is, 
(2-53) 
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4. Optical Properties of Dielectric Window Materials 
In the in£~ared, there are two main contributors to the complex 
index of refraction of insulating ceramics. 'rhey are electronic 
transitions and lattice vibrations or phonons (a quantized packet of 
vibrational energy) [12]. The electronic t~ansitions contribute to 
the real part of the index of re=raction only in the form of a 
=requency-independent parameter with weak temperature dependence. 
l.fost of the frequeacy and temperature dependence of the complex 
index of refraction at mid-infrared frequencies comes from phonons. 
Single- phonon absorption processes are due to the excitation of 
a phonon upon the absorption of a photon. These processes are very 
strong, since the photons can couple directly to the fundamental 
lattice vibrations of a material. Multiphonon absorption processes 
are due the e xci tation of more than one phonon upon absorption of a 
photon . These processes become important in the transparent regions 
of a material where one-phonon absorption processes do not dominate . 
Difference bands of multiphonon absorp t ion occur in the millimeter 
spectral region , and sum bands occur in the inf~ared region. Sum 
band processes typically dominate infrared emissivity[12]. 
The behavior o f the absorption ccefficient and refractive index 
of a typical optical mat erial is indicated schematically in Fig. 2 -
12 . In general, materials absorb light strongly in the infrared and 
ultraviolet regions, near wavenumbers of 10' and 10' cm·1 , 
respectively. in the upper part of Fig . 2-13 [12]. Infrared 
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2-13. Absorption .::oefficient and refractive index o/a I}pic(ll optical window material. Adapted 
radi a tion stimulaLes vibrations of the atoms in a so l id a :: the 
charac t eris t i c Reststrahlen frequencies. Ultraviolet .::-adi<:ttion 
promo t es electrons f r c m filled band s tc higher energy unfil l ed 
ba::lds . Between the two strong absorption regions =-3 a w=-ndow in 
,,,,hieh the ma ter ia l i s transparent . 'l'he =-nfrared edge c f. the ,·;indow 
is called the mUltiphonon region becaus e the transiti on s :::-esponsible 
for the weak absorption arise fron multip l e exci t a t ions of one or 
ITDr e vibra t ional modes (phcnoIls). The u ltraviol et edge of the wi ndow 
is called t.he urbach tail . 
The opt i ca l properties o f non-magnet1c d:i elec tric wincow 
mdteri als can be spec i fied co:rtpletely by the complex index o f 
re f raction , n(v,T) or ccmplex per:nit t iviLy , 6'(v,T) ,,,,h ere v 1s the 
wavenumber (recjproc:a:" wavelength) and T is t emperature[12j. The 
relationshi p between nand e i 3 
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n(V,T) • .je(V,T). n(v,T) ik(V,T), (2-54) 
wher-e 
(2-55) 
n is the ir::dex of r-efractior::, and K is the index of extinction. 
The magnitude of the ref l ectance of the medium (at r::ormal 
incidence) is 
I R I (n-l)2. k 2 . 
(n.l)', k' 
The absorption coefficient is 
1=>, (V, T) _ 4nk (V,T) 
defined by 
The radiance from a material, L" (v,Tj, is expressed as 
(2-56) 
(2-57) 
L",(V,T) . £ (8,V,T)Lu (v,T) (2-58) 
where £(6 , v,T) is the spectral emissivity of the material, L",,(v,T) 
is the radiance of a blackbody, T is the temperature, v is the 
spectral . frequency and e is the angle of incidence (i . e. the angle 
between the surface normal and the incident r ay). In general, the 
emissivity is composed of two components: a specular and a diffuse 
component. For our purposes, the diffuse component is negligible 
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s=-nce the mat erials have smoot::l f l a.t surfaces and neg l igible bulk 
scattering . 
Based the St:efan - Boltzr..ann law and Kirchof f 's law of 
!:"adiation, the specular compor.en !: of emissivit y can he expressed 
as [1 2] 
(2-59) 
where R i s t he sing l e - surface F:::-esnel power ref l ectance for 
unpolar ized light, and t is the ".:ino ow thickness . I n gene!:"al Evand 
R have angul ar dependenc.ies c ons isting of sine and cosine functions . 
Nea!:" no:::-mal incidence (i .e. near 8=00 ), the angular depe~dencies of 
E: ~ dnd R can be neglected, since the :;ine and cosine are 
approximately constant. 
Usual l y, a :neasu r:ement of IR I is not suf :icient to cha.!:ac t erise 
z. Therefo::e, it i s convenient to describe tr.e fo= of the c omplex 
permittivity. The cla:;sic.a l po l e - fit model :::-epresents the 
fundamen'::al lattice vibrdt.ions or: sing l e - phonon t ransitions in a 
mater:ial. This feature is ilTlport.ant in repr:esent ing t he index of 
refraction at a l l optical frequencies, but. the abso!:ption 
coe f ficien t obtained f::o:o the mode l is valid onl y in tr.e vicinity of 
the one - phonon f reqc:encies . The absorption coefficient needs to be 
known in the region of transparency as well , requiring d. desc r iptio n 
of multiphonon absorp t lon bands in which more t han oI!e-phonoQ 
exci tation occurs upon the absorption of a s i ngle photo::!. 
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E. OOME EMISSION AND EMISSIVITY AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
As the 1R dome heats up, it will emit graybody radiat.ion over 
the entire electromagnet.ic spectrum, which may advel:se l y impact the 
operation of the seeker system ir. a high-speed flight situation 
[2] ( 4] (13]. It is recognized that saturation of the detectors by 
radiation from aerodynamically heated dOI:l€s is not a ma j or issue but 
the added background-induced noise will lower the signal-to~noise 
ratio for detection, decreasing the effective pe!:"fornance of 
the system in terms of detection range as well as tracking ability. 
An accurate prediction of the done emission requires a good 
knowledge of the dome emissivity properties at the high operating 
temperature . The emissivity can be obtained by models or by 
experimental data. 
The effect of temperature on the emissivity properties of 
several dome materials is shown in Fig. 2~14 . The absorption edge 
of an infr a red window material shif ts to a shorter wavelength as the 
temperature increases (Fig. 2-14). This occurs as the weak 
absorptions present in this region begin to dominate . 
'tVhen temperature of a material increases(see Fig. 2 - 1 5), so does 
its enissivity. Fig. 2~16 shows the effect predicted f or 
sapphire [9]. As shown in :='ig . 2~ 1 5 the sapphire window at 1 000°C 
(1 273 K) emits 7.4 times as much radiant energy as the sane window 
at 500°C (773 K) if the emiss ivity i s independent of T[9 ]. Near the 
absorption edge the emissivit.:y increases withterr,perature, so the 





Room Tem~r{t1.ore , 200C ---:i 
(Q) Gennanium (ruJgle crystal, LI4 mm thick) 
Wa~clen&lh (1"") 
(b) Silicon (sillgle crystal,4.J6 mm thick) 
2-J4 Emissivity of several dome 
At e l evated temperatu res, it is e..'llissior:, not absorpt ion, that 
l inits the performance of an optica l window. 
F igure 2-1 7 shows t r.c mea sured high-temperature spectr;;tl 
enissivi ty of a sapphi re sa.!np l e(Michael Thomas, APL[12 ] l. 
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Figure 2- 15. Sapphire absorplion cnefficienr as a/unclion o/lcmpemrure[9) 
Figurl' 2-16. Temperature epen e d d 'nee o/infrQred (rrlllsmiss;on o/zinc sulfide and sapphiref9] 
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III. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF FLUID MECHANICS 
In order to compute compressible viscous flow around a body, 
the continuity, momentum and energy equations must be so l ved 
simultaneously _ Here ehe vector and the c onservative - l a"..' t orn o f 
t:"1e compressible Reyno l ds - averagerl. Navier -Stokes equation is 
present-.e d . 
CONTINUITY E QUATION 
T;'e contir;.li ty equation exp,esses t:'1e Conse't"vation of Mass law . 
This law a:;:>pl ied to a fluid pas5ing through an infinitesimal control 
vclu:ne fixed in space yields the 7: o11o'tlir,g eq'.la t i.o:1 of continuity 
'P 
-. v (pv). 0 (3-1) 
Here pis the fluid density and V is the fluid velocity vector. 
Eq . (3-1) states that the net mass flux L'1rough a control volume 
Sill'face must be equal to the time rate of change inside L'1C cO:1t:ro l 
volumE' . For a three - dimensional Cartesian system, where 11, v, W 
represent the x ,y, Z components of tr.e veloc i ty vector, Eq. (3-1) 
ap () iJ il 
- . - (pII) . ay (pv) • ~ (p-..) n (3-2) 
B. MOMENTUM EQUATION 
The momentum "quat ion expresses Newton's second law as applied 
to a fluid element passing through an infinitesimal, fixed control 
volume in space . The momentum equation is ; 
, 
at ( p V ) . v pvv . p £ . V . I1~ 1 (3-3) 
The first terra in Eg . (3-2) represents the time rate o f change 
of moment um per unit volume in the control volume. The second term 
is a vector representing the momentum convection, per unit volume, 
through the control surface . The first term on the right-hand side 
is the body force per unit volume and f1;j is the stress tensor given 
in compact tensor notation by 
(3-4) 
where Oi,i is the Kronecker delta symbol (01.i = 1 if i = j and Oi,i = 0 
HiTj); U 2 u J represent the three components of the 
velocity vector V; 11 is the coefficient of viscosity (dynamic 
viscosity) and A is the second coefficient of viscosity. 
By substituting Eg. (3 - 4) into Eg . (3-3) and writing the Cartesian 
component velocities i n the directions x, y, z as u , v and w, for 
clari ty, the Navier-Stokes equation is obtained. In component form 
the Navier - Stokes equations are : 
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p"* pI', . ;p ,"; [,' ax · 
"' 
(3-5) 
p *" . p'. 
op 
,";H* " ., *)1 *)1 a-y. 
"' '" 
(3-6) 
pf, op ,";H* '"II * H* 
., f,;1 [ ~. ih· 
'" 
(3-7) 
C. ENERGY EQUATION 
The energy equation is obtained by applying the Firsl Law of 
Thennodynam:'..cs to a fll.:id passing through an infinitesima l , fixed 
contro l vo l ume 
3 v· "', v . i!..Q v· q. pf V yo. (n · V) (3-8) 
where €, is the total energy pF!r unit volume . The fir s t term in l eft 
hand-side o f Eg . (3-8) represents the rate increase of total energy 
pF!r uni t volume in the centrol volur.,e while ::he second term 
represents the rate of total energy flux per unit volume th:t::ough the 
c on:: r o l surfac e . Tr.e first tenn on the right hand - side is the rate 
of heat prodl.:ced by external agents ',o/here Q i s the hea t added to 
t he system. V·q is ::hc rate cf heat cO:J.Quction throl.:gh the surface. 
Fourier ' 5 law for heat lransfer ;:,y conduction states that the [' eat 
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transfer q can be expressed as 
q = -kVT (3-9) 
where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and T is the 
temperature. f represents the body forces per unit mass . p f-V is 
t he work done on the control volume by body surfaces, and V -(fIi J -V) 
is the work done on the control volume by surface forces. 
The conservation of energy for a three-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinate system becomes 
~~ - ~ - P (fxu + fyv + f",w) ~ --Ix (etu +pu - UTxx - VTxy - w'xz q 
+ -#y (e,y f pv - UTxy - VTyy ... WTyz + qy) 





EQUATIONS IN NONDIMENSTONAL VECTOR FORM 
In order to t acilitate t.h e nurr.eriCHl irnplerr,entat.::'on t he 
governing fluid dynamic equations are '.oJritten for a body fitted 
coordinate systerr, . The equat i ons are trans f ormed to a generalized 
body fitted coo::-dinate system '-1sing the follo'.oJing transformations 
~ . ~ ( x, y,z), 11.11 (x,y,:l), ~. ((x,y,z) (3-12) 
Figure 3-1. '}'ransformations and body coordinate syo'lem{l5J 
The strong conservation law i s retained for a cl<rvilinea::-
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where U, V, and Ware contravariant veloci t ies written without 
metric norrr.alization. 




13, . V'xy .... ,.z 
13 y Yl< Pr ' '\e,. 1.11", ,V'yy .. ny, 
13, . '(K pr" aze,,' 11'" "',,' w,,, 
e,' e,p·l ~ ( 11 '. v L wi) 
Here Cartesian derivati.vE'S are expanded in terms 0:: ~ q, ( 
coordinates by t:he chain rule rela'::ions as 
(3-17) 
The Cartes .i an velocity components 11, If, W <:tre non-
dimensionalized with respect to a_ (t:he free-stTea.!!l speed of sound), 
density, (), is referenced to ()_ and total energy, e, to 
p_il_2. Pressur e is given by 
(3-19) 
and t:'rougr.out V is the ratio of specific heats. Also , K i.s the 
coe::ficient of thermal conductivity , f.J is the dynamic viscosi ty , 
w:., ile A from t!le S tokes' hypothesis is - (2/3)]..1.. 
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The metric terms and the Jacobian of the t r ansformation are 
obt ained f rom chain rule expansion of x( , Y, ' etc. and s olved for 
dnd 
'rhese terms are given by . 
n •. J(z{ycY~z() 
ny • J(x~zCx{z~) 
n, . , 7(y~x{.x~y~) 
~" XT~'· YT~y· Zt~. 
n, . . x .. n. Y,ny·ztn. 
~" . Xt~.· Y,~y·Zt~. 
E. THIN LAYER APPROXI MAT ION 
(3·21) 
In order to accurately compute t he normal gradients in the 
boundary layer, it is necessary to make the normal grid spacing very 
fine close to the body surface. In the strearnwise direction the flow 
gradients are not large , when compared to those in the normal 
direction, and the resolution of the grid can be lower. This results 
in a mesh where the cells have a high aspect ratio close to the body 
and a smaller aspect ratio when approaching the outer boundary of 
the computational domain. This procedure is going 
considerable computer s t orage and computation time without 
sacrificing the accuracy of the CO!llputation . 
In a thin-layer approximation all viscous derivatives in the ~ 
and II direc t ion (along the body) are neglected, while terms in 
normal direction ~ are retdined, (see Fig.3 - 1). Eq. (3-1) thus 
simpli f ies to 
where 
/1 (~!. ~~. ~!) u( (1-1/3) (xu" (yVC<.lo{) (x 
/1 (~. ~:. <!) v( (/1/3) 
/1 «:. <~. ~!) lOr (1-1/3) 
(~!. <:. ~~) 
( /1/3) ((/1/3) 
(J-22) 
(J-2J) 
Unlike the boundary- layer model the thin l ayer accounts for 
pressure variations in the norma l direction and does not !"equire 
matching an inviscid layer with a viscous layer. 
The eddy v iscosities were co:uputed using the algebraic Baldwin -
Lomax eddy viscosity model. 
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IV. FLOW FIELD COMPUTATION 
The flo,,", fie ld was COf1l[x.l tated in order to ob:.ain the t.emperature 
variation on the suyface of the d ome , corresponding to the 
""'indow. T:le aerodyn amic r.eating of t_ he in[rared windO~1 is 
responsibl e tor a c.eg:::-acation of t he seeker i n fra rec. sensor 
performance a t supe r sonic speeds . 
METHOOOLOGY 
E'or the space discret ization the Stoeger- Warming flux vector 
splitting is used alon g the streamwise direc::.ion . Alol'.g the 
circumf e re!lt ial and normal directions central differences ,,"it1l added 
numerical dissipation are US ed . Th e integration is performed wit;' a 
two -factor p a rtial ly [ l ux s plit implicit algorit:hm . A cOY.'bination o~ 
second and fourth ordey differences have been u "ed fo r smoothing 
a l ong the cent ral -aif f erenc ing directions. Fourth-order dissipation 
terms a re a d ded explicit l y to the equa tions to damp high f requency 
growth and thus serve to con':rol :1onlinea r i ns tabi li ty . The 
resu:'ting imp l i c i t code is second-order accurate in space. 
A body- [ itted qrid, c l ustered in the radi a l direction 
employed to resol ve the viscous layer ad jar:e:1t to tone ::::>Ody s"clrface . 
This qri d was obtained by meaIlS 0 :: a hyperbolic g r id generator. 
The flow fi eld ",'as computed t:si n g t he OVERFLO'tJ Version 1 . 6t 
code developed i'l.t NASA Ames Research Center runnir.g in a STARDENT 
workstation insta:'led at the Co:npt:tational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 
(Naval postgradLlate School) . Af'::er a so l u tion vIas ob'::ained. the 
original grid points ' ... ·ere redis t ributed (ada pted) based on tr.e 
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initial flowfield solution, and a new solution was computed using 
the adapted grid. This procedure increases the accuracy of the f l ow 
prediction by decreasing the effects of flowfield discretization. 
This procedure is particular l y important, in supersonic flow 
computations, where the existence of strong gradients and shocks 
require careful distribution of grid points to minimize errors and 
produce more accurate fl ow field predictions. 
B. BODY GEOMETRY AND GRID GENERATION 
The flowfield was computed around three distinct body 
geometries, na.!ne l y t',.;o :1ose shapes (cases I & II) and a test 
geometry{case III). The case III geometry had the shape of a 
hemisphere-cylinder. The computed shock stand-off distances and 
surface pressure distribution of this latter configuration 
compared with experimenta l data to give confidence in the 
computations. 
Several c-o type grids were generated, corresponding to the 
hemispherical - ogive (case I) and to the ellipsoida1 - ogive (case I I) 
forebody. Longitudinal cross sections of the computational grids for 
the case I and case II are shown in Fig. 4-3 and Fig. 4-4 
respectively. The case I body consists of a truncated hemisphere 
forebody(1.9024 em long) attached to a 3;1 tangent ogive (12 . n8 em 
long) attached to a 4 caliber tangent cylindrical afterbody. The 
case II body consists of a truncated ellipsoidal forebody(2.6943 em 
long) attached to a 3 ; 1 tangent ogive (12 . 728 em long) 
attached to a 4 caliber tangent cylindrical afterbody. The 
heF.lispherical and el l ipsoidal portions of the nose correspond to the 
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IR window locations respectively. The oriqin of t he physical 
coordinates is at t he nose tip for both cases. The t hree-
dimensional body ritted grids were gel:erated using the HYPGEN code. 
Af t er a flo ',,, solutioG ,",'as found an adaptative grid code [ 17J, Sl,GE, 
based on t he a l gebr-aic, solution- adaptive sche::te of Nakahao;hi anc. 
Deiwert, was used, in oreer t o enhaGce the resulution for better 
captur-e of Lhe shock t ront . A third i nvi scid gr id was c.esigned t o 
co:upute the f l ow around a hemispher-e- cyl inder(case III} . -
corr-espor.ding t o the tesL case . The geoTIE'tr-ical shapes of t he bodies 
cO:1sidered are a s f o llo,",'s, 
1 . Case r . Hemisphere- Ogive- Cylinder (Fi g. 4-1) 
This nose configurat ion corresponding tu t he n emispher-ical dome 
is defined using the f o l lowing relation 
V3 . 31661.(z. 3. Jl 66I' , O~zd .9024 
1Iz.3.3697l. {z·J ·534697~ l 1.9024~z~14.6303 (4· 1) 
r. 6.0()OO , 
The origin of tbe coordinate system is located at the tip o f 
the Fig . 4-3 shows the computati ona l grid used fur the 
calcu l ations . The resolulion of lhe grid is incr-eased around the 
shock ,",'ave where t he f l ow gradient s are large . 
~, axiJ.ldisunce 
Figure 4-1 Hemisphere -Ogive nose configuration. 
t,axiJ.ldisunce 
Figure 4-2. c"/lipsoid·Ogive nose configura/ion. 
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7. • Cas e II. El lipsoid-Ogi ve-Cylinder 
?ilis nose configuration c orresponding t o the ellipsoida l dorne 
is defined us i ng the following re l ations; 
elipsoid excentricity = 0 . 9 
I z _10 .1376):1 r .4. 4891- 1- --\i 110 .1376)1 
2 , 
, 0<z<2 . 6943 
, 2. 6~4 3< z< 15 
(4-2) 
Figure 1;, - 4 shows the 77x93x31 computational g rid used for t he 
calcu l ations. 
3. Case III. Hemisphere - Cylinder (Fig. 4 - 2.) 
?:'l.is body configuration corresponds to the tes t casE' . Its s h ape 
is defined by the fol l m.;ing rela:::ions: 
r . /36. oo~_ (z 6 . 00: 1 
r . 6 . 00 , (4-3) 
GRID ADAF'l'ATION 
Grid adaptatio!l i--'rocedu res in general ei t her redistribute 
points or re f ine distribution (by addi!:lg points) to reduce so l ution 
errort; by rnini:nizi!lg grid discretization errors. Gnoffoll7] first 
introduced a :nethod for t_he redistribulion of grid points based on 
local f l o''''' gradients . Thi s met:hod is analogous co finding the 
equi l ibriw!1 position of a system of springs that connect each node 
'""ith adjacen:: nodes and ,""hose spring forces (or tension constant) 
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is propor t iona l lo the l oca l error or '<;eigr.t f'-1nct ion. The 
rEultidi :nensional problem o f grid adaptation is split: into a series 
o f one-dimens:'..or.2.l (1 - Dj problems along the cOI:\putation coordinate 
lines . 'rhe recl'-1ced 1- D problem then requires a t ridiagonal so l ver 
to find the location of grid points along a given c)ord i nate line . 
lJIu l tidirectio:1al adapt-.ation is 2.chieved by the sequen t ial 
application of the method in each cocrdinate direction (Fig. 4 - 51. 
,ni !;ai grid 
•" '. r : I 
Figur" 4-5. Spliuing ofl-D adopll.tion inlo two I-directional adaplOfions{!7) 
In the a daptive g r id procedure out l ined by Nakahashi aLd Dei',-,ert 
(1 985: the t ension force direc ls the redistr i bution of poin t s to lhe 
strong gra<Jient regions. To ma intain smoothness and a measu re of 
orthogonality 0::: grid lines, torsional forces are introduced tha t 
relate information bet' ... 'een the :::amily o f: l ine:o adjacent to one 
another [ 1 6 ; The smoothness a:1d orthogonali ty CO:lstraints are 
dilection-dependent, since they re l a t-e only t.he coor.dinate lines 
that are being adapted to the neighboring l i ne s that have already 
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been adapted. This impl ies :.hat the solut ions are nonunique and 
depend on the order and direction o f adaptat:'--on . )[onuniqueness o f 
the adapted grid is acceptable since i t makes possibl e an overall 
and l oca l error reduction through grid redistribution . 
RESULTS AND UJ:SCUSSION 
Tab l e 4 - 2 sr.ows the computed va lue s of absolute temperature , 
normalized t.E'mperature and cOF!fficient o f pressure along the 
stagnation streamline obtained by the solution of the thin- layer 
Navier - St.okes equations about the hemisphere-ogive-cyl i nder nose 
(Case I ) at zero inc idence a t. Mach 4. A. 77x7x35 g rid poin t inviscid 
grid was used. The solution was considered converged after 1500 
steps . Figs.4-6 and Fig.4- 7 show the plot of these f l ow qua'ltit i es 
versus distance f rom the stagnat_i on point. The bow shock stand- off 
dis tance taken from the computed flo'"" ~ ie ld is approximately D .36cm, 
corresponding to a 6/R=.11. From tr.e p lot of Fig. 4-7 we can see 
that the temperdture j ump across t;,e shock is 4.15 compared wit~ the 
va l ue of 4.04 obtained from normal shock tables . 
Table 4 - 2 shows the computed va l ues of abso l u te terr,perature , 
normalized t emperature and coeff i cient of pressure on t:le surface of 
tbe nose a lo!lg a streamline f or the herr,isphere - ogive at Mach 4 for 
the same conditions of Table 4 -1. F i g . 4 - 8 shows c: he computed 
tell'pe r ature profile of the dome surface temperat:ure. The computed 
normalized stagnal i o n tempera::ure i s 4.6 compar i ng ·o'Ji th 4.2 obtained 
using Eq. (2 7). Fi G . 4 - 9 shows the computed dome 
d istribution . Fig. 4 - 10 sho'""s t he OVERFLO\., input fil e used 
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generate the values of Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Fig. 4-11 shows the 
three-dimensional flow-field around the missile afterbody. The IR 
dome corresponds to the white portion of the nose tip. Fig. 4-12 
shows the density field in front of the IR dome. 
The flow field has cylindrical synunetry at angle-of-
at tack. Wi th missile incidence the flow is no longer axisymmetric. 
Figs . 4-13 and 4-14 show the Mach number distribution and the dome 
temperature field in the dome for an angle of attack of 5°. Fig. 4-15 
gives the density field. It was obtained using the viscous adapted 
grid of Fig . 4 - 5. 
In the computation of the flow it was assumed that the dome had 
reached thermal equilibrium and the wall was adiabatic. In order to 
obtain the equilibrium temperature the dome should be divided into 
elements and a procedure like the one outlined in Eq . (2-24) should 
be carried out to consider radiation and conduction losses. The heat 
transfer coefficient at stagnation is given by Eq. (2-20). For other 
elements that make an off-axis angle (angle between the longitudinal 
axis of the missile and t he line between the dome element and the 
dome center of curvature), fJ, the value of h S t should be multiplied 
by cos (0) l O. In this study the dome material was assumed to be 
sapphire or CVD(Chemical Vapour Deposition) Diamond. These materials 
make it possible to fabricate IR domes with a high thermal shock 
resistance{see Appendix A) suitable for the MWIR(Medium Wave 
Infrared) and LWIR (Long 'Nave Infrared ) spectral bands respectively. 
In Appendix A it is shovm that for a diamond window at Mach 4 a dome 
thickness of 1m."n is enough to withstand the flight conditions. 
Therefore we ca:J. expect that conduction losses are not going to be 
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VI2'::y high since the iireii of the attachment i s sma l l. Also, since the 
emiss i vity o f these materi a l s is sma l l we can expect sma l l radiation 
losses. I n this case, consider ing the wa l l adiabatic mig~t be a g o od 
approxirr.at i c n . 
Table 4- /. Computed streamline flo", field proper/ie.1 (lvf(1ch~4_0, 0:=0) 
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Table 4-2 Compured hemispherical dome remperalure profile (Much=40, a=O) (adiabatic 
wall) 
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wall) for hemisphere.ogive-cylinder. Units are measured 
4-/2 
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In order t o valida te the computation, a compar ison between t he 
predict e d fl ow f i eld about the miiolsi l e nose and e xperiments was 
tried . Af ter an exhaustive libra!:"}' search no datd suitable fo r 
comparison with che ::;omputat ion was found in the open l i terat u re. 
Most experiments were performeo. at hypersonic speed:o; . T:'le only 
su itabl e experinental data to compare with the flow f ield 
cor.tputation were ones f or a. hemisphere-cylinder at 11.. = 1 .2 and a 
Re '" .5.4 X 1 0 6 f t . For th::'s comparisol'.: a 61x7x41 i nvit;cio. grid was 
created. The e xperimental dat.a was t.aken [rom s~adowgraph:o; obtained 
i n the AEDC Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel (IT) [18] . 
A plot of the shock s tclfidoff distance at hoth the oody axis and 
the '",ind axis for a henisphere- cyl inder at lliacn 1 . 2 is shown in Fig. 
4 - 17. The normalized standof f d i stance . .::l /R for zero incidence is 
- 1 .26. The f l ow was cOlf.putcd using a 61x7x4 1 inviscid grid. The 
computed r.ormalized standoff dis t ance was - 1.0. The poo::: res u lt is 
conside:::ed t. o b e due to l ack of resolution of the grid near the 
shock front . Due t o restrictions of time another grid was not 
ger.era t ed t o try ar.other comparison. F i g. 4-1 6 shows the computed 
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v. INFRARED SEEKER DETECTION PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION 
The major effect of the increase in dome temperature on the IR 
seeker sensing performance at ~igh supersonic speeds is considered 
to b e t:hermal emission to the uetectors. This increased dOMe 
radiat ion cor. t yibutes to the wo1.se and thus increases the Noise 
Equiva l er.t Ir:::-adiance {NEI) to the detector or Noise Equivalent 
Quantum Flux (NEQF) t o the detector array, dec:c-easing the ef f ective 
detect i vity of t h e vehicular senser and thus decreas i ng t he 
detection range of the seeker. 
Init i a lly the basic fig\.lre o f mer i t pClramet ers will be 
introduced. Then a d iscussic:1 0:: the range equations for non-i:naging 
and imag j ng sensors in a high speed f l i gh t environment will f ell 0,';. 
severa l compu tations 0:: de tecLion ranges f or d staring senser a!"e 
carried o ut f or a range of mean dome t emperatures, represent_ i r.g a 
range of missi le speeds up t.o Mach 4 . 
SENSOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
It is convenient t o introduce the seeker sensor f i g Ures of 
merit before start ing an analysi.s of the seeker perfonr,ance. 
1. Basic Figu!"es of Merit 
l'l. ba. s ic f i gure of merit that dpplies t o all detectors with 
e l ectrica l output i s respons i vity. Respous _ivi ty i s t he ra tio of the 
out put (usua l l y in a..'llp eres or vol ts) to the radiant i nput (in 
' .... atts) . The spectral voltage responsivity of a detector dt a given 
vlClvelength A is t~e measured voltage output, divided by the 
spectral radiant power incident on the detector, <l>~(.\) [ 2 9] : 
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(5-1) 
where f is the modulation frequency. 
The noise equivalent power (NEP) of a detector is the required 
power incident on the detector to produce an average signal output 
equal to the nus noise output. Stated another way, the NEP is the 
signal power level that produces a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. The 
voltage signal output is 
(5-2) 




The NEP is the incident radiant power, <1>., for a signal - to - noise 
ratio of 1; 
(5-4) 
Solving for NEP g i ves 
(5-5) 
where V;a<!; is the root-mean-square noise voltage i:l volts and ':ltv is 
the voltage responsivity in volts per watt. 
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The detec t ivity D 0:: a detecto::.- is defined as the reciprocal of 
the noise equivalent power: 
(5-6) 
A more use ful per f ormance parameter is ::he normalized detect i vity D' 
(pronounced dee-sta:::-) which normalizes D to the detector area Ad and 
noio;e band\."idth, Lif, as follows, 
(5-7) 
given in units o f ern-Hz' :l/\-J. 
The NEP can be divided by Lhe area of the co l lecting aperture, )1.0' 
leading t o a parameter called noise equivalent irradiance (NEIl [2 "1 J, 
(5-8) 
2 . Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) 
The most widely used radiometric measure o f Lhe ability of 
a military mid- IR system to discr~ ,minate smal l signal s ip. noise is 
tl:e Noise - c'quivalent Temperature Difference or Noise-Equivalent 
Differential Te.'!1peratl!re. As defined by J, M. Lloyd [2 2J, " The NETD 
is t il>" blackbody talCget.- to - b ackqrour.d tE~pera ture dif.ference in a 
standard tes t pattern which produce s a peak- signal to rms-noise 
ratio (SNR) of. one a t t:he output of a reference electronic fil t er 
' . ."hen ttle system views the test pat::ern" 
In terms of sys t em parall1eters the ratio of the differen t ial 
signal voltage to the detector nus noise voltage in the detector can 
be expressed, for a rectangular detector, as[22] 
(5-9) 
where ct, j3 == detector angular subtenses [radian ] 
a, b == detector dimensions [cm] 
D*(A) " specific detectivity as a function of 
wavelength evaluated at the electrical 
frequency at which the noise voltage spectrum of the 
detector is normalized to unity [em HZ '" I w] 
LlfR == equivalent noise band''''idth [Hz ] of the NETD test 
reference filter 
Ao == effective area of the collecting aperture [em') 
M~(A) == spectral radiant exitanee [I"I/Ilm -em'] 
To(!.) co spectral transmittance of the optics. 
The NE'l'D is defined as the t e mperature difference for unity SNR, 
we can set LlV~/ Vn == 1 and solve for the resulting LlT, which is by 
definition the NETD: 
(5-10) 
The spectral radiant exitance, M;. is defined by planck' s 
blackbody radiation law 
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, ( 2n ., ",] ( , ) [ " I M (r.,T). -- --- -- - .
A }..S eel> 1M. 1 ~m em I (5-11) 
This last equation is more convenien t l y expressed in units of 
[ w/crn2lJm] for A in [ ]JmJ as : 
M),.(l\,T) . (5-12) 
where c j == 3 7415 x 10' [watt \.1m' / cml 1 
C z '" 1 4388 x 10' [\lm KJ . 
The noise equival en t temperature difference, NETD, representing 
t.he t.otal ou t put tempora l and pixel (spatial) noise at a given 
background temperature converted into an equiva l ent temperature 
dif f erence at the background scene, is a very effective figure of 
merit: for a staring f oca l p l ane array (FPA) . 
3 . Noise Equivalent Quant.um F lux for a ceo Array 
To develop such an array figure of merit (FOM) , an appropriate 
performance measure for a sing l e pixel should be introduced first . 
The figure of merit for a charge couple device (ceo) array shoul d 
take into consideration the fi ll ing efficiency of the array, spatial 
resol ution l imit, modulation transfer function, quantum efficiency 
and integra t ion time [29] . A performance measure for a single pixel 
may be used as a norma l ization factor for the array modu l at i on 
transfer function (MTF) response at zero spatial frequency . As a 
s t arting point the voltage responsivity 9\: of a single pixe l can be 
expressed as 
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(V photon-1 sec em"] (5-13) 
where V!) is the voltage output of the device, and Ep is the uniform 
photon irradiance on the device (photon sec-l cm-' ] _ If monochromatic 
irradiance is consiciered, the eXpression for the output voltage of 
a pixel can be rewritten as [29J 
(5-14) 
where dxtoy is the resolution element area, t;", og is the integration 
time, ", is the quantum efficiency, e is the electronic charge and 
CE is the conversion efficiency of the output preamplifier 
(V/elec tron ) _ The quantum efficiency is defined as the probability 
that a photoelectron is produced when a photon is incident on the 
detector. Substituting V" in the responsivity eXpression Eq. (5-13), 
the spectral array photon responsivity can be eXpressed as 
~rra.y ., Ep~~) ==.1x L1y tiMe'] 1/ e (CE) [V photon-1cm"sec]. (5 - 15) 
The responsivity, 9\,~u'W , in Eq. (5 - 15) is valid for a pixel or 
for an array at zero spatial frequency. To include the resolution 
effects would require that the responsivity would be multiplied by 
the MTF of the array in two orthogonal directions, thus getting two 
expressions for spectral array photon responsivity in the x 
and y directions . 
The noise equivalent q'..Iantum flux (NEQF) is the counterpart of 
the NEP for a focal plane array. The NEQF is defined as 
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NEor . [photons sec-' cm -2] (5-16) 
where NEQF has units of photon sec · ' cm- 2 and noise is in V . 
The voltage noise of the device is caused by all the 
contributors shown in Fig. 5- 1 . A detailed discussion of the 
detector noise can be found in references [22) [ 27 } ( 29 ) . Hence 
noise peE [V] (5-17) 
where b.n~2 is the sum of all the noises in quadrature in units of 
electrons (statistical independence ) . 
Substitu t ing Eq. (5-15) and Eq . (5-17) in Eq . (5 -16) one f inds 
(5·18) 
This is the photon irradiance flux on the array that would give a 
signal-to- noise ratio of 1, and is a measure of the minimum photon 
irradiance level t ha t can be detected . The threshold signal-to- noise 
level will st i ll be required for detection. The value of 1"/ wi ll 
depend on the operating conditions . 
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Figure 5-1. Noise sources in a 1R seeker /Ising a CCD. 
I n the case of background-limited infrared photodetection 
operation (BLIP) the dominant noise is shot or G-R noise associated 
with the photon irradiance. One can then write the NEQ!" as, 
NEQF. 
J2G'11E.,£'x l1y t 1nUg 
I1x l1y t':OUg 11 
(5-19) 
(5-20) 
where G is the photoconductive gain (G=1 for photovo1taic operation, 
and O<G<l for photoconductor operation). and tin' '''J is the integration 
time. 
A photoco:lductor which exhibi ts performance at theoretical 
limits is said to operate in t :te BLIP mode. In this case the 
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bdc.kgrour:.d photon f l ux and the atnospheric transmission determi n e 
the detector noise. I!l. t his circumstance t_he f:._ucuations in incident 
photon f l ux can be the dominarlt source of noise. For the case o f an 
IR seeker .. · .. here most o f the field of vi.e',",- contains background and 
not signa l photons, and where the background photon f l ux due to dome 
emission is sign::'ficantly high, the term BLI? is tru l y appropriate . 
This is further enhanced by the fact t hat the IR sensor, in current 
systems, is cooled wel l be l a'.,' ambier:.t t_emperature. 
SIGNAL- 'TO -NOISE: RATIO DEGRADATION DUE TO OOME EMISSION 
In a high ~peed flight situation (M,,>1.2) the missile h eats 
due aerodynamic heatil'g . l\s was discussed in chapter I, the 
temperature :::-ise is partic.ular l y severe in the stagnation :::-egions as 
happens \llith the Ik dome. As the done heats up, i t \I,ill emit gray-
body radiation ove:::- t he enti:::e electromagnetic spectrum . This w::' ll 
degrade the IR sensor perfOrI'lance in terms of detection and tracking 
abi l i ty. The effect of backgrour.d-induced noise f rom the hot dome on 
the sensor perfon na:1ce :!-las been characterized and exp l ained by some 
authors, _in part i cular Dr. Cl auc.e Kl eir"! . This ~ection and the 
nonimaging range equation sU!:Jsection sUffi-"l\arizes some o f his vlOrk . 
\'li th t:'le assumption that the seeker system has a Irlavelength-
incepende:1t optical efficiency over t"_he spectral bandpass, that the 
sensor suhsys t e m is detector-noise limited, and tna!: all detector 
elements operate in a BLIP moce, the peak-sigr.al to z:ms-nolse ratio 
obtained a t the output terminals of the signal -proces~ing '.lnit 
be expressed as ~ol l ows [4 ] : 
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(5-21) 
Here the symbol Hcf[ [ItUcm'] designates the net effective irradiance 
originating from the target, 
" 
Heft - f O,./Ap) HI> TpdA (5-22) 
" 
where [ p is the path translni ttance and H). is the spectral irradiance 
origi nating from the target and measured at the collecting aperture_ 
NEI is the noise~equivalent irradiance. 
NEI. NEIo~ (5-23) 
referred to the peak~response 'Iolavelength of the detector package, ~, 
and expressed in terms of the laboratory ~measured NEIo and the 
background photon~flux: ratio <1> /<1>0. Under laboratory conditions there 
is no sunl ight, and the system is in ther:nal equilibrium (the seeker 
and its surroundings are at the same temperature). Under background~ 
limited conditions {BLIP} , the noise voltage is seen to be 
proportional to the square root of the flux of incident background 
photons{Poisson photon statistics), so that the signal-to-noise 
. ratio (SNR) in the presence of hot IR dome radiation can be derived 




The rat io 1>/<t>o thus determines the performa:1ce dearadation induced 
by environmental factors a:1d mus:: be evaluated '.flith some care. 
o:1e consider that the noise - ge:1erating photons origina::e from three 
disti:1ct sources; the detector- surroundi ngs, the backgroU:1d see p-e, 
and the h ot dOIr_e . In terms of spectral quan::UID irradiaeces, the 
total ef f ective photon- f lux density 1> t:"l.US amounts to 
(5-25) 
where the terms in the integra,l(::' refer to the spectral photon f] ux 
con::ributions from tr.e background, dome aed detec t or surroundings 
respectively. The temperature distribution on the dome in practical 
design~ does not vary signi fi cantly . So the dome ca:1 be considered 
to be at a uniform, averaGed temperature T" . The spectral region of 
i ncerest usually is narro',,' eno;;.gh, implying that the emittctnce does 
not change significa:ntly, so the phot on fl ux can he expressed ir. the 
fol lollli:19 compact manner[4] , 
(1 /'0 - 1) Q( T , ) e Q("I'D) 
Q(To) (5-26) 
Here F represe:1ts average done emissivity, fD is the transn:'ssio:1 of 
the optic~ ("bo...,t 50% for state- of - Lhe - a.::-t seekers), Q( T) rep r.esents 
the e [ fec::ive quantum exi::dnce at absolute temperature T defined as 
Q_ f}.'U}.dA _ [photons! cm' -secl (5-27) 
" 
Under laboratory- type conditions, the effective background photon-
flux density received by a radiation-shielded detector amo·J.nts 
to [26 ] 
" 
<:>0· (NA) 2 1: ( f Q" (T) dA, (5-28) 
" 
Here NA is the numerical aperture of the optical system and T r 
represents the (cold) f ilter transmittance, assuming ideal spatial 
shielding and spectral filtering . 
C. TARGET ACQUISITION RANGE DEGRADATION DUE TO DOME EMISSION 
1. Range Equation for Non-Imaging Systems 
A point target of spectral radiant intensity J" gives rise to 
a spectral irradiance 
at the collecting aperture of the seeker system, where Tp represents 
the overall path transmittance, including the IR dome losses, and R 
is the target-collector range. Hence, and in accordance with Eqs_ (5 -
20) and (5-21), we have 
" 
J e ff · f O\/"Ap) J)..1 p dA (5-30) 
" 
where J~u refers to a net effective apparent target radiant 
intensi ty defined as fo l lows: 
(5-31 ) 
The effective radiant intensity varies with s : ant range and IR dome 
temperature through the path transmittance [p' Target acquisition d t 
a given pro"::Jabi l ity 07 detection and a f ixed f a l se - a l arm rate 
rcqu~res a minimum signal - to-nois", ,at_io (SNR )~cq. It follows that 
the detec t ion or acquisition range is a solution of Eq. (5-29) . If Ro 
no;o.' designates the acquisitio:l rdnge for the " c old" system obtained 
under l aborato ry-type conditions, the degrada t ion induced by heating 
up of the I R dome can be characterized by [ 25 ] 
R [ 1 1m r;: - NEIl (NEI) 0 ' (5-32) 
(neg l ecting path transmittance varidticn). Using ':he relationship 
7.rcm Eq . (5 - 31 ) 
(5-33) 
so that using Eq. (5 - 7.1), 
(5-34) 
since ,.Teff is a re1ativ",ly ·""e<lk func t io:l o f both R and 'I'd' for 
scenarios o f pract i cal interest . 
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Figure 5-2 Pholosaturation characteristics of a lead telluride delee/or 
subjected to background illumirullion . originated from a hot mllgm:sium 
fluoride winduw{26J 
The dark- system NEI relates ';:;0 design parameters in t he 
f ollowing manner [25}: 
(NEI)o· 
r (11£)" Ad ]1I2 
Ao'or).D" (ApJ 
(5-35) 
where D' (Ap) refers to the peak specific detectivity of the sensor 
package, under conditions o f thermal equi librium, 
temperature, and ll~ is an elect:ric response factor . 
Figure 5 - 2 shows calculat:ed and computed minlmul'll detectable 
signal power relat ive to mini mum detectable signal power in the 
absence of window radiation [ 26 ] . This example shows the strong 
effect of the dome emission on detec tion and trackIng . 
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Range Equation for Imaging Syscems 
The NE7'D Eg. (5 - ::'0) is val id either f or a BLIP or a non-BLI P 
detector. In this sect i on the NETD for a BLIP detector i:t:radiated by 
a hot windo1,-; \','i 11 lJe derived. As wil l be shown the range eqnation 
for an imaging system wi l l be NETD dependent . 
The ::heoretical limit for D* for a photoconductor is 
D·O,)· ~.[ (5-16) 
2hc 
,,,,here l"fq i s the quant um efficiency and Q" i s t~e background quant'.l.'1l 
f l ux density [photcns/cm2sec ] incident on the detector. The severity 
of the JR seeker signal - to - noise-rat::'o lire.i ted application dictates 
that a colO. filte r , wi th appropriate spectral reBponse, should be 
placed immediately prece6.ing the o.etector. The Q~ is g i ven then by 
(5-37) 
where it asst:l'led that Lhe o.etector is a Lambertian receiver with an 
ef f ective col l ecting solid angle of .'7, ana where 0cs is tr.e ideal 
effective ar.gl e to which the detector colO. sh':eld reduces reception 
of background radi ation, and is the transmi t tance of the colO. 
fi l ter. At this point, it is convenlont '_0 aefine the several 
ind ividua l transmittances that affect the s ensor performance. The 




where Toc,~ is r;he spectral transmittance of the uncooled optics and 
r", ~(T,,) is the average spectral transmittance of the d ome at 
averaged absolute temperature T" 
I n this analysis it is aSS'.lllled thar; the detector is a 
photoconductor having theoretical performance such that 
w'p. ) 
D"(A) " ~ for A ~ Ap (5-39) 
" 0 for A > Ap " 
Substitu~ing for QH in the D ' Eq. (5 - 36) gives 
(5-40) 
A normalized detectivity parameter, D ' ·Rr,u (A}. for unity quantum 
efficiency and for an effective cold shielded angle ot n steradians 
is defined by[22] 
(5-41) 
Expressing D' (A) in terms of D ' (A) 
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(5-42) 
Substi.tuting fo::.- DO (A.) in the NETD equdtio:1 yields 
(5.43) 
Here AMI AT is defined as 





gives the effective chdnge in spec t.ral radiant emittCl:1ce with 
temperature. AT is the temperature difference bet.ween the target and 
the bCl c kgrOCind . Using the relation in Eq. (5 - 39), Eq. (5 -4 1) can be 
s i mpli::'ied to 
(5-46) 
The cold shield e f!:iciency is defined in terms of the ac tua l cold 
shield ar.gle .0." as 
(5-47) 
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The perfect cold shield is defined as one which limits 
reception of background radiation to the cone defined by the optical 
system aperture ratio, Fn (f/number), Thus for an optical system with 
circular aperture of diameter Do and focal length f 
(5-48) 
and substituting in Eq , (5-43)gives[22] 
(5-49) 
Applying the same definition to D' gives 
(5-50) 
T~e Eq, (5 - 49) can be rewritten 
(5,51) 
account fa::: the effect of the hot dome on the NETD the 
background quantum f lux density from the dome emission should be 
added to the background quantum flux densi ty f:::orn the scene 
background in the D' Eq, (5-36), ~.Jith the cold shield, the background 
quantum flux density that irradiates t he detector has two 
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cont~ibu,::; ions : 
(5-52) 
where QBB is t he qudnt urn f l'J.x density orig i nat ed by a llni f o:::-:n 
b l <lckbody backgrour.d corresponding to the scene at temperature T!m' 
QD is the portion of the backgro'.lnd quar.tum f lux density originated 
by the dome with a uni f OrTI'. mean temperature Tn . These qUdl~tities are 
definec. as follO'.o,'s [25J : 
(5-53) 
(5-54) 
',,, i ta radio:netric constant C2 
1 . 883'lxlO lJ )lm'/sec'cm' , -;: is the mean uome emissivity with 
averdged t ell'.pera::urc, 'l'r- },' and'\'2 are tae cut - on and cut-off 
wavelengths of the fi l ter. Su bstitut i ng in Eq. (5 - 38) yields 
(5-55) 
',.'hic:'1 can be used to express NETD from Eq . (:i - 50) in t erms of photon 
f lux co~.poncn::s. 
Typically the optical sys t em installed in the t:;eeker is a 
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modified Cassegrain telescope . This will introduce some energy 
losses characterized by the circular aperture attenuation 
coefficient, K{cir) , and a Cassegrain obscuration coefficient 
K{cas) . If these losses are considered, the ge!"l.eral NETD becomes 
(5-56) 
where "t oe is the cold optics transmittance (under laboratory 
conditions), "to is the optics transmittance (during operation), MBB .). 
and MD.). are the spectral radiant exitances of t.he background and of 
the dome respectively. Expanding the terms of the integrands of 
Eq . (5-56) another fonnat to the general NETD equation can be found, 
(5-57) 
The last two expressions for the NETD take into consideration the 
influence of radiation by an aerodynamically heated dome on the 
The added "background" - induced noise will lower the 
effective pe::::-fO!:IDance of the system in terms of detection range and 
imaging capability . 
'fhe signal - to-noise ratio at maximum detection range is 
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(SNR) . aq 
f1r "p(R) 
NerD 
where r,,(R) is the total atmospheric path transmission for the system 
spectral bandpass and R is the detection range . Here .1T is the 
differential temperature of the target with respect to background . 
If .1T is normalized with respect to the SNR, defining[30] 
K • Differential Temperature . _ "_,_ 
r (SNR) Hq (SNR).Oq 
(5-59) 
and substituted i n Eq . (5-58) then a f ter rearranging one obtains 
(5-60) 
To solve for range, the total transmittance of the optical path 
shou l d be determined first. For a given set o f meteorologica l and 
oceanographic conditions, the transmittance falls exponentially with 
range, as follows 
(5-61 ) 
where Ci. and C. are constants to be determined . Substituting Eq . (5-
61) in Eq . (5-60), gives 
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(5-62) 
Solving for R yields the range equation for an imaging system 
In a _ In (NETD) . In (K. ) 
(5-63) 
in the form utilized by S. Smith[30j. 
DETECTOR NONUNIFORMITY NOISE 
This noise is associated with the variat.ion in output from 
pixel to pixel, or the variations across the entire array. It. can be 
caused by two effects: (a) fixed pattern noise and (b) responsivi t.y 
variations, The influence of nonuniformity on FPA performance may 
impair the detecto r of achieving theoretical (ELI?) sensit.ivity, 
Nonuniformity limitations on the NETD in many systems are more 
damaging than temporal noise since a pattern-noise-limited image 
cannot be improved by frame-to-frame averaging, whereas the 
sensitivity of a temporal-noi se-limited imager can be improved by 
such averaging. 
1. Fixed Pattern Noise 
Fixed pattern noise is a nonuniformity appearing across the 
array which does not change with irradiance[29 } . Several effects 
contribute to fixed pattern noise, Thermally generated carriers are 
not uniform across the array . Local defects in the semiconductor 
crystal lattice cause a variar;ion in dark-current generation across 
the array . 
A rr.ajor contributor to fixed pattern noise is the errors in the 
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fabrication process. The e r rors i n:.rouuced by inaccClrate pixel a reas 
caused by masking rnisalign . -nentc; can lead to 10% nonuni f ormitles . 'fhe 
fixed pattern noise is usua lJy compensated by image p r ocessing. 
2 . Responsivity variat ion 
Responsivity va.::- i.ation is a nonuniformity which hac; a variable 
effect as a fLmction of i rradiance. The responsivity variation from 
pixel to p::'xel is cetermined by doping variations across the device. 
compensation for responsivi ty is more di fficul t the!"l. f or fixed 
pattern noise- req1.dri:lg "two point" calibration as a mi.nimum . 
3 . Residual Nonuniformity 
After compensation the resid'..lal non-uniformity car, be 
considered as a source o f noise. This noise can be considered as a n 
added percentage of photon :loise, ::::ecause it i s considered to be 
correlated, in the following manner, 
(5-64) 
wnere n is the rms value of the noise in volt, 9 is 
unj fa unity coefficient, Q~~ and QD are the backg::-oU!"l.d photon fluxes 
on the detector from the scene and seeker done as defined before by 
Eq. (5 - 53) and Eq . (5-5~) respectively. Array non- uniformity is a 
p::-ob.lem area that has bee:1 disc '..lssed exte:1sivel y in the literaature. 
For state-or - the art sensors the array r1on - unif'orr'l.ity coefficient 
varies between 0.01 and 0 .000 1 [30]. 
COMPUTATION OF 'l'HE DE."'l'ECTION RANGE 
Acquisition range for an IR seeker of an air - to - surface anti -
sh.ip supersonic n issile wit:h a 256x256 ceo t;tar ing sensor ... ,a s 
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COMPUTATION OF THE DE'rECl'ION RANGE 
Acquisition range for an IR seeker of an air - to-sur f ace ant :' -
ship superson ic missile with a 256x256 CCD star i ng sensor was 
computed for a midlatitude scenar io (LO·..rTRA.."1 6), in winter and 
for two background- to - target normalized different ial 
temperatures (Kr2.5 and Kr-4 .0) and for two missile flight profiles, 
level flight at 20 m and 3km altitude, and for a range o f mean dome 
temperatures of 300, 600, 900, 1043 and 1200K, corresponding to 
missile fl ight speeds up to Mach 4. 
The detection or acquisition range was computed usi:lg Eq. (5 - 63). 
To compute the NETD a MS-FORTRAN program developed, by S .T. Smith 
(Naval-Air Warfare Center, China Lake) was used. The program 
computes the NETD for different detector materials, integration 
times, dome materials, dome temperature, array nonuniformities, fill 
efficiency , background temperature, collector aperture and optical 
configuratio ns. The NETD was computed for each set of parameters 
shown in Table 5 - 1. with LOWTRAN atmospheric transmission. 
The total transmittance of the optical path was determined 
firs t. The LOWTRAN6 computer code was used to predict atmospheric 
transmittance . Figure 5 - 3 shows the total conwuted tran smittance 
for a slant path from 3km a l titude to s ea l e vel and for a horizontal 
path at 20 meters a lt itude f or several ranges in a Navy Maritime 
environment (see Appendix B) in the 3 . 5 -4 .2 )lm and 8 0 -10.5 11m , for 
the midlatitude sum,ner and winter models. 
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Ranl!"{km) RaU!ll' (km) 
Figure 5-3. LOWTRAN 6 computed mm()spherie Iransmi{wnee . .. 3.5-4.2pm + 8.0-10.5/-111'1 
",ravy maririme aerosol model. (a)(b) Midlatilude Summer;visibifity 44.2 km ;Humidity 76.2%; 
(c)(d) Midlatitude Winler;visibility 43.9km;Humidity 77. 1% 
Using a least - squ.ares f it, the coefficie:1ts Cl. a:1d [) of Eq. (5 -
61) computed for the four different scenarios for the two 
spectral bands. The curve - f it parame ters f or atmospher ic 
transmiss i on and t he computed NETD for the each set of sensor 
parameters (see Table 5-1) and dome temperatures of 3eD , 60 0 , 900 , 
1043 and 1200K , "Jere used :"0 co:npute the seeker de'::ection range b y 
applying Eq. (5 - 63) . The selected dome materials we r e the sapphire 
and the d iamonu [or the 3.5 - 4.2pm band and 8 . 0-1 0.5~ spectral band 
respectively. These materials 'Nere matched to the spectra l bands 
whe re they exhibit better transmiss i on propert ies. 'These materia l s 
arc considered to 'Niths tand the severe t:'lermdl environments o[ 
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advanced, highly supersonic missiles. The temperature of 1144K was 
foupd in Chapter IV to be the mean dome temperature of the 
conceptual mi ssile at Mach 4 at sea leve l . 
The normalized differential temperatures, K!'--,2. 5 and Kr 4. 0 were 
chosen for a SNR of 2. 0. This implies that we are looking at 
temperatu re differences of 5. OK and 8 . OK between the target and the 
background. 
F. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
F igure 5 - 4 through Fig.5-7 show the computed NETD for 
"residual" array nonuniformity coefficient after compensation of 
0 . 1, C.Ol, 0.001 and 0.0001 respectively for the two selected dome 
:naterials. Fig. 5-8 through Fig. 5 - 23 show the computed detection 
ranges for the seeker. 
Before starting a detailed analysis of the detection range 
co:nputation results it should be noticed that the values of the 
computed NETD depend on the area of the collector aperture (see 
Eq . (5-10)). So all the discussion relates to the nose shape and 
dimensions of the hemispherical nose configuration of Chapter IV. 
The quantitative results obtained cannot be immediately 
extrapolated to other seekers. However the results obtained show the 
trends and influence of the several system parameters on the IR 
seeker performance . A LRASM (Long Range Ar:ti-Ship Missile) would 
enable the installation of a larger primary optical aperture 
resulting in better detection range and good resolution for imaging. 
Analyzing t he results it is clear that the array nonuniformity 
has strong effect on the seeker performance. The arz:-ay nonuniformity 
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is payticu:arl y important dt high supersonic speeds '.,;hen the dome 
temperatc:.::-0.s become part i c'.llarly high. For the case of d )1ach 4 
missile the seeker becomes b l ind (c etection ra:1ge falls to zero) ror 
residual array nonunifonr.ities of 1 0 percent . Fo.::- the ut:ler cases of 
improved array nonuniformity the de t ect i on range of t h e system 
irr.provet; cons i de::::-ably. The sapphire dome systematical l y shows a 
bette:::- perfontance tr.an the diarnu:ld dome in terms of de t ection 
In terms of envj,onrnental i nfluence on the perfonr.anCe the 
win::er condition '_lith a slant path scenario gives the bes t resu l ts 
in opposition t o the swnme.::- scenar i.o f or d sea - skimmer r:"..iss i le a t 
an altitude of 20m. 
The re5ulls show clear l y that the desigr,er shot.:ld de::ermine 
careft.:lly the effect of a~ray nonunifurmity and the dow_e tewperatu re 
reached du:- i ng fliqht by the seeker . 
The model used does !'lot take into accou nt target-to-background 
contrast reflectauce . A be::ter :nodel 5hou l d include this effect if 
a be t ter targe::-to - bilckgrour.d d iscrimination i s desi::-ed. This effect 
is expected to be large::- i n the !1'I<' IR spectral band than the LWIR 
spectral band . 
.For aim- point:. considerat i ons a mi ninurn of leO p i xels on La.::-get 
i 5 desired (Johnson criteria). To calcu l ate the airr:- point tracking 
range one 81'.oulo til ke i nto accoc;nt the geometrical charac t erist i cs 
o f the tar get and the instantaneous fiQJd of viQW of the seeker 
optica l sy5tem . 
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FPA 256x256, 30 \Jm pitch 
Aperture Diameter 2.25 cm 
FOY . . ....... 4.46" 
IFOY ... . . .. .... 0,2" 
Diffraction limit blur .. 0.13mrad 
Obscuration coefficient. . ... 0,1 
Dome Material 
3.S - 4,2jJm band (Sapphire) 
8.0 -10.SjJm band (ZnS and Diamond) 
Detector Material 
3.5-4.2jJmband . .. inSb 








Table 5-1. Seeker Parameter.l. Study Ca.\e.~ 
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Dome: Sapphire ( ,;-Jx /0.]) Dome: Diamond (to=5xI0") 
De/eClrJr,' lnSb DeleC/or: MeT 
Spectral Band: 3.5-4.2 pm Spectral Band: 8 ,O-IO.5pm 
Dome NEl NETD NEl ,VETD 
Tempera/ure [Wlcml] [K} [W/cm'J [Kl 
K 
300 3.293xl0-" 2.236xlO-1 3.545xlO·I' I.026xlO-1 
600 3.958xlO·" 2.689xlO-l 5.606xIO·I' 1.623xlO-' 
900 7.335xlO- ll 4.982xl O·1 9.336xlO-I< 2.702xlO·1 
1043 9.705xlO- ll 6.592xlO· j 1.140xlO·]J 3.301x l O·l 
1200 1.270xl 0·1' 8.628xlO·l 1.379xlO-lJ 3.993x l O·l 
Table 5-2. Computed NEl and NETD fora 256x256FPA with 0.01% Nonuniformity 
~ Dome, Sapphire (,;-lx](fl) Dome: Diamond ( ,;-5x](f') Detec/or. lnSb De/ector: MCT Spectral Band: 3.5-4.2 pm Spec/ral Band: 8.0-/O.5pm 
Dome NEl NETD NEl NETD 
Temperature [W!cm1J [K} {W!cm:] [K} 
K 
300 6.447};r1(f" 4.3790x10-1 3.235&10-" 9.3677x]O'1 
600 9.0596xIO" 6. 1534x/o-' 52919x10-" 1.5320x10' 
900 2, 7617xI0-" 1.8758x/o-' 9.0180x1{fiJ 2,6107x10-1 
1043 4,4396xl0'" 3.0155x]{fi /,1082x10-" 3.2083x1{}' 
1200 6.8278xl{f" 4.63 75xlo-! 1.3473x/O·" 3.9003x](f' 
Table 5-3. Computed NE1 and NETD/or a 256x256 FPA with 0.1 % Nonuniformity. 
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I ~::;w; Dome.' IJiarnond (tc=5xI(J' ) Delee/or.- Mel 
Spectral Band: 3,5 4.2 ,11m Spectral Band 8.0-IV.5pm 
Dome NFJD NETD 
Tempera/ure [K] [K] 
K 
300 3.7l!9xlO-L 9.358xlO'L 
600 5 . .')70xIO- L 1.531 
900 1.8 18 2.609 
1043 2.9574 3.207 
1200 4.5795 3.870 




Dome: Sapphire ( e- lxl(f'j 
Detec/or: InSb 
Spectral Band. 3.5-4.2 pm 








2.6886x I 0-1 
4.9817x l 0-1 
6.517x l0-' 
8.6283 ,, 10-' 
Dome,' Diamond ( ~5xJ{J; ) 
Delee/or. Mel 













Table 5-5. Compuled /liEf and NETf) for a 256x256 FPA with 0.0001 % Nonuniformity. 
1 13 
I Dome. Sapphire (~lxlo-J) 
-----.-J Spectral Band: 3,5-4.2 pm 
Dome Compul~d Photon Incidence 
Temperature 






Dome: Diamond (C""5xlO-i ) 
Spectral Band: 8.0-1O.5pm 
Computed Photon Incidence 
Photon:>lseccm1 sr 





Table 5-6. Computed Photon Incidence in lire focal plane 
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VI COMPUTATION OF PHOTON NOISE FROM HOT DOME 
The cha:!:"acte.::-ization o f fixed Pdttern -noi~c is an important 
aspect : n evaluating t.he per formance of a staring array, The hot TF. 
dome w':l l induce on the sensor a background pho ton noise 
distribut ion that can ::"'>€ cO:lsidered like a fixed pattern-noise. In 
discussi n g the "hot dome problem" t he question arises as CQ what 
dome temperature distri!::>ut ion should be used in the ca l c ula t ion of 
t he dome emis s ion effects on a s t a:::-ing sensor performance. I s it 
sufficient to consider t he tempera ture of the dome to be uniform, 
and us e a mean temperature, or- wil l the backqround photon flux 
induced by dome er:r:"ssion impose a significant fixed pattern noise Or! 
the detector arra y ? A usefu l simplif':cation of the probl em wou :' d be 
:"0 conside.::- the photon flux constant through the de t ector area a nd 
consider an averaged dome tell'.pe:::-a t ure . 
Ir. this chapter the o;e questions '.'>'i ll be inves tigated by 
compelting the radiative interchange between the hot ciorr.e and t he 
detector array. 
RADIATION TRANSFER 
Given the terr.perature distribution on the n ose, we are able to 
compute the IR emiss::"on due to the aerokinetic heati ng of the 
window. In our case we want to compute the! self ~emission generated 
by the hot windo'",' t: h at wi l l fal l on the seeker' s I R sensor . As 
assumptions, we will consider t.ha t the window has reached t henr.al 
equilibrium, and so the temperature of the dome is the recovery 
te!mperature, that the window is :':'1ermally tr.in, and that the dome 
liS 
inner surface is not coated with any material . In order to compute 
the window's self-emission sensed by the detector, an optical system 
must be assumed. In this case a small telescope , composed simply of 
a single germanium lens, is adopted. This optical design may seem 
unrealistic (no field lens or light pipe are used), but in fact , it 
can serve as a benchmark to compare some of the aero-thernal effects 
that degr ade the system image quality due to dome emission. 
To start the radiant transfer analysis, the radiant power 
reaching an element of area ~ of the detector surface S" due to the 
source element dA". on window surface S", s hould be computed firs t. 
For simplicity one should assume, for the moment, that no lens is 
present between the self-emitting window and the detector. The line 
joining the element areas, of l ength r dw , makes angl e s of 6 ... and 8" 
with the respective normals to the surface elements, as shown in 
Fig. 6-1 . The radiant power is crr,r<t..., a second order differential 
because both the source and receptor are elemental a!:.""eas[ll ] [21 J , 
that 
d2Wd~' LdA~dAdCO:8 ~cos8d 
c,. 
where L is the radiance at dA,.. . 
(6-1 ) 
The total !:.""adiant power at the entire second surface due to the 
entire first sur f ace is, by integration . 
Wd ~' f f LCOSe~COS~ddAddAw • 




Figure 6-1. Configuration for interchange between 
twoinfinitesimalelemenl$ 
In adding power rather than amplitudes in this integration , we 
have tacitaly assumed that the radiation source emits incoherent 
radiation and that the radiation emitted from any point of the 
surface is diffusely distributed , obeying Lambert ' s l aw . If we 
discretize the window and the detector i n finite area elements, and 
consider each element to be iso t hermal . the total irradiance into 
the detector area element A"" originated by the window is 
(6-3) 
where the window is discretized in J finite area elemen t s and the 
detector in K finite area elements . The radiance in the spectral 
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region of interest of the window finite element j is 
f"(~l (2no1 (-' 1 dA 
A, n A' j ed/MT'l (64) 
where e is the speed of light in vacuum, h is Planck ' s constant and 
k is the Boltzmann's constant, and £(A,T) the emissivity of the 
infinites imal element, 
J-. 
Figure 6-2. Configuration for interchange between fy.·O finite 
surfaces 
shown in the previous cnapter, when the interest is in 
the limits imposed by dome heating on seeker performance, a more 
relevant quantity is the photon exitance Q (photons S-1 cm-o) from the 
window . The spectra l photon exitance , QA (photons S-l cm-'um- 1 ), is 
obtained by dividing Pl anck ' s law by he/A, 
liS 
The in tegrated photon exitance. in a given wavelength band. i s then 
obtained by integrating Eq. (6- 5) between the cut - on and cut - of f 
wavelengths, 
Q(T) . (6-6) 
Nume:::- ical appr.oximatio:1 of this i!1t e gral over a narrow wavelength 
range yie.lds 
(6-7) 
where..\r-n is the average wave l ength within the band .Ill and ),2 ' 
Then the photo!1 flux tha t irradiates a finite area element k of 
the detector is 
(I\.t r j (A, T) Q,icos6~;, cos6",/",A d• 
].1 r ,i< 
where Qj is the blac k body exitance of the element j . 
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COMPUTATION METHOD 
Now let's consider that bet"leen the window and the detector 
there exists a thick converging lens. This system is not in thermal 
equilibrium. In fact for simplification consider that the detector 
and lens are cooled to zero absolute. To compute the irradiance on 
the detector due to the thermal emission of the heated window, a ray 
tracing must be done. In this method, the paraxial system matrix is 
used to compute the image surface for the lens conjugate to the hot 
irdome (infrared dome) as object surface. This image surface is then 
treated as an equivalent input surface viewed directly from the 
detector plane . The conjugate surface is found by mapping several 
points o f the window by means of a matrix transformation. This 
virtual surface is then divided into diffusely emi tting finite 
elements. Radiative transff!r calculations bf!tween each detector 
elf!ment and the finite elements of the image surface are carried 
out , taking into consideration the rf!spf!ctive shape factors. The 
contributions of all finite elements are integrated, enabling the 
computation of the photon flux that irradiates each photo-sensitive 
detector element. This procedure is applied to all the e lerr,ents of 
the detector array. An array fill factor of 1.0 is assumed. 
1. System Ray-Transfer Matrix 
If we consider the temperature field of the window to be 
axisymmetric, resu1 ting from zero incidencf! of t he missi1f!, and the 
optical systern to be looking in the missile longitudinal axis 
direction, the problem of computing the photon flux that falls into 
the detector becomes a 2-dimensional calculation with cylindrical 
symmetry. Considering the optical system consisting o f a single 
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lens, a matrix can be constructed represent i ng the action of the 
thick lens on the radiation e:nitted fror., the wir.dow, a s follows: 
(6-9) 
' .. !here M the composi':.e t r ansfer matr=-x is formed by : translatiun 
matrix, J l' representing the opt i cal path frOD the =-nput plane to 
the front face of the lens; r efrac t ion matrix, 9\, ' representing the 
re fract i on process a t the l ens f ront surface; J ;: transla t ion 
ma'::rix t hrough the lens medium; 9\, describing the refraction ilt 
the lens back surface; and fina l ly g 3 describi ng the f inal 
op':.ical path from the l e ns back surface to the output plane, 
conj ugate to the =-np ut plane. 
The system matrix has the f o l lowing f ormat, 
(6·]0) 
I f tr.e output p l ane corresponds to the conjugate to t he i nput 
plane, the matrix ele.'llent m\;st be ident i cally zero [21]. Then moo 
is the transverse linear magni f ication. 
2. calculati on of t he System Ray- Transfer Matrix 
In this section the system matrix will be cal cula t ed oy 
multipl ying conseclltively the severa l t r ans1at i on and refraction 
component matr ices for paraxia l cays. 
12\ 
., . [10 :'1 (6-11a) 
" . [*[~11) ;] (6-11 b) 
g~ . (~ :1 (6-1 Ie) 
" . 1-,-(~1 1) ~l (6-11d) L R2 n 
., [: ~I (0- 1 Ie) 
where Xc is the distance from the input surface to the lens, R, and 
R2 are the radii of curvature of the front and back surfaces of t h e 
lens, n and OJ t he indexes of refraction of the air and of the lens 
respectively, t represents the lens thickness, and finally, x is t:'J.e 
distance from lens to the output plane. Carrying out the matr ix 
multiplication as in Eq. (6 - 9) yields the fo llowing matrix elements 




'I- -'- 1-'- 'I I, -'- I ~ 'I -"'I R, n, R, u, n (6-12b) 
I'men mll "" 0 , ::h e output plane is the image plane conjugat e to the 
input plane . Using Eq. (6 - 1 /.3) the location x of t:)e outP'.lt plane can 
be then co:nputed: 
(6-13) 
S>1bst.ituting this va l ue of .x in Eq. (6 - 12b) gives the va l ue of 
linear magnification at that position. 
I n order to determine the system limi ting ape-::-tuye (footprint at 
the dome) the other elemer,ts should be calculated as I'lel l , leading 




Figure 6-3, Notation and suiface definition. 
3 _ Computation of the Footprint at the Dome 
The computation of the footprint at the dome of the system is 
necessary in o rder to determine which portion of the dome will 
irradiate the detector, and so contribute to the background noise. 
This can be done by tracing back the limiting optical rays from the 
detector that pass through the lens aperture. Again considering the 
same system geometry, the problem becomes 2-dimensional. We have 
where a o is the angle subtended by the ray from the detector passing 
through the lens margin, as shown in Fig . 6 - 4, and the 
composite matrix ]1' defined as follows: 
(6-16) 
where ':X l ' ':X" '3,' '" 5, 9\,' '" 9\, and the translation matrix 
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from the de t0ctor into the l e ns back surface is defined as fol lows: 
[, "I SJ ', . 0 1 ' (6-17) 
The ma trix mul t iplication as written i n Eq . (6- 14) leads to the 





Substituting t he f ol l owing values into the r espect i ve expressions, 
n '" 1. 00 0 
nc(lO).lIrt) '" 4 00317 4 
R, == - 50.DaOem 
R. '" 60 . DeDem 
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t " 0 . 300 em 
t) = 9.09 0 99 em 
R~I> = 1 . 500 em 
yields the following matrix: 
U' . [0 .996249 
.5 . 683183e.2 
with C/o given by 
Using Eq.{6-13), 
[ Y] [0.996249 s~nC(· .5 . 6B3183e-L 
yiel6.s 
9 . 131830] , 
1. 483700 
9.,m30]1 0 1 
1 . 4B3700 sin 19.37" ) , 
[ Y] [1.487] 
sinC( . _.2416 ' 





where r .. :; 3 3166 em (dome radius of curvature) . This defines a 
circular pupil on the dome of radius r = 1.9 em (z =O. 595 em), 
computed by the following approximate formula; 
r. tgC( (t, Z) . R. p . (6-24) 
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The quantities a, t , • z and R~p are defined in Fig. 6- 4. 
ciR.+u..ict 
- - --->i'l 
Figure 6-4. Ray tracing variable nomenclature 
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The characterization of fixed patter-n no:"se is an important 
aspect in evaluating the performance of a staring array . Fixed 
pattern noise is a generic te:::m used to describe the variations in 
gain a:1d offset levels observed over the FPA detector e l ements. 
The not_iva~ioll of our sLudy is the characterization of 
f ixedpattern noise induced by dome emission . 
Computations were per f ormed for the case o f a hemispherical 
dome corresponding to Ule case I nose configu.::-ation (see page 49) of 
a missile at Mach 4 at sea :evel with zero incidence angle. 
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different computations were performed, the first considering that 
the dome temperature field was that obtained by solving the thin-
layer Navier-Stokes equations and considering an adiabati c wall as 
one of the boundary conditions; in the other case the dome 
temperature was considered to be the mean value of the first case. 
1200 ~· 
1150l 
iZ : i' HOOt 
llO~ l ~ I 
"" l 
Hemispherical Window, Mach 4 
Dome A\erotgc Tempcrnture- 1024K 
'SOl 
9000 ---:lo,----~2"0-3"'0--:040c---,50,----~60 --,!70 
Dome oft·axis an~ (degrees) 
Figure 6-5. Thin-Layer-Navier-Stokes computed 
dome temperature. 
The optical system was cons::'dered to be looking straight ahead 
and just the port:'on of the window corresponding to the system's 
window pupil was considered. The collecting lens was designed using 
the ZEMAX XE ray tracing program. The lens data are given in 
Appendix E. The dome material chosen was CVD Diamond. The waveband 
considered was from 8 .0 -10 . 5\.lffi. Fig. 6-5 shows the dome temperature 
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versus off-axis angle. For the case considered the temperature field 
has cylindrical syrrunetry. Fig . 6- 6 shows the photon irradiance on a 
64x64 FPA(Focal Plane Array) due to this temperature distribution. 
Fig. 6-7 shows the photon irradiance on a 64x64 FPA based on the 
mean dome t emperature of the same temperature distribution. The mean 
dome temperature considered is 1024 K. 
For the computations cell separation of 30urn and a f i l l f actor 
of 1 .0 are considered. A fil l factor o f 1.0 although unrealistic 
serve the purpose of showing the variation of the photons flux 
through the array . 
The usual means of characterizing fixed-pattern noise is by 
specifying the variance, 0, of the pixel levels, 
0 1 . ~ ~ [!(Xj,Yj ) . MIl 
number of pixels 
The variance computation is often written(schernatical ly) 
(6·25) 
(6.26) 
the array data being denoted by I (x, y) and the mean by M. A 
relatively larger variance is seen for arrays exhibiting an 
appreciable amount of f ixed-pattern noise . However, a specification 
of variance alone gives no indication as to how the non-unifonnities 
are distributed over the array, essentially assuming that there is 
an equal contribution from the fixed-pattern noise at all spatia l 
frequencies . 
Figure 6 - 6 shows the percentage variation o f the quantum 
irradiance on a 64x64 foca l plane array due to a dome with a 000-
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uniform temperature field distribution . The values were computed in 
relation to the maximum quantum irradiance at the center of the 
array_ The maximum quantum irradiance is 9.924xlO '" photons/sec per 
pixel at the center of the array. The minimum quantum irradiance is 
9.839xl0 12 photons/sec per pixel at the corners of the array . The 
computed mean quantum irradiance is 6.2829 photons/sec per pix el. 
For this case the maximum computed irradiance variation is - 0.8% at 
the corners of the array. 
Figure 6-7 shows the percentage variation of the quantum 
irradiance on the focal plane array due to a dome with a uniform 
temperature field distribution . The values were computed i n relat ion 
to the maximum q"J.antum irradiance at the center of the array . The 
minimum q"clantum irradiance is xlO::l photons/sec per pixel at the 
corners of the array . The compu ted mean quantum irradiance is 
6.2829 photons/sec per pixel. For this case the maximum computed 
irradiance variation is - 0.8% at the corners of the array. 
This is f i ve times more than the variance found for a uniform 
temperature dome at the average computed t emperature. (Fig . 6-7). 
The computed variance is 1.26xlO ' 3photons" per pixel for the case of 
a dome with uniform temperature . 
Fig. 6-8 shows a detectivity contour plot for the case of 
uniform dome temperature . For t ha t purpose the following equation 
[29] was used, 
(6-27) 
where Qp~ is the background photon flux per pixe l element a~ea. The 
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quant um efficiency, 1], i s 0 . 7. 
13 1 
64x64 FPA Thoron lmIdiance %variaton 
Figure 6-6 .. Phoron irradiance percentual variation for a 
64x64 FP A considering a non-uniform dome temperature 
Figure 6-7. Photon irradiance percentuai variation on a 




VI I. CONCLUSIONS 
As expected, flight a t high supe:::-sonic speeds has a dramatic 
e f iec:: on ta rget dete c::ion range degradation of IR guided :nissiles 
due t o the aerokine t ic heating of its 1::<' window Gome . The 
temperature increase of IR dome increases the background quantum 
flux density tha t irradiates the IR sensor leading to an decrease of 
the signal-to- noise ratio and the correspondent. decrease of the 
NETD of t h e detect- i on system. An equation was derived t ha t s hows 
this effect. For Mach numbe:::- speeds of 2 and 4 the detection range 
degradation for t he cases considered reached va:'ues aro"nd 37% and 
97% respective l y for array non- uniformity of 1%. This means t hat at 
high supersonic l>!ach numbers the seeker IIR ("Imaging Infra-Red") 
system becomes "blind" due to dome emission . For lower array non-
uniformi t ies, i . e. 0. 0 01 percent the detection range degradation was 
smaller in the range 12% and 22% for Mach 2 ar:d 4 respect.ively . 
Since the int egration times o f the array are much smal l er than 
the missi l e gu::.dance system tiff,e constant (over 100 times) the 
photon irrad;ance due to dome emission on the FPA originates a 
f i xed patte:rn noise on the detector responsible f.or a detectivity 
non -un i formity of the array pixels. As shown in Chapte:r 5, the IR 
seeke:::" detection range ha.s a str OI'.9 deper.dance of the detection 
array non- ur:iforrr,i t y . 
us 
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APPENDIX A CALCULATION OF DOME THICKNESS 
Any viable missi l e d ome <:;t!:'c.cture must. be able to Withstand the 
mechanical stresse<:; induced by aerodynanic pressure as we l l a e: 
therma l stresses indc.ced by aerodYTlamic heatil'g. In a thennally thin 
regime, the 'l'SR ('l'emperature Shock Resistance) per f ormance will be 
maximized by l"'aicing the dome as thin as po<:;sib:e. The TSR indicates 
the range of C1ach number variation that an IR dome can withstand 
'",ithout a good chance of cat.ast!'ophic failure[lOJ. '!;,is temperature 
corresponds to the maximum difference i r. temperature between the 
staqnation tempe!'ature and the temperat.llre of ':.he inner wall of the 
dorr.e that the dome can ,,-'ithstand . This leads to an "optimu.rn" dome 
thickness equal to the minimu.m dome : .hicknes<:;(L"".") required to 
... vithstand the ael" cdynamic loads. Since the eoittance of the done 
increases wi th its thickness the rr,inimur:>. dorr.e thickness will 
minimize dome se l f-emission effects as ,,-'el l . An accura':.e prediction 
of the dOIT.e emissic:1 e::fects necessitates an accurate cOI:!putation of 
the dome temperature and of its emittacce , ar.d by consec;uence of the 
dome thickness. 
Pressure lnd uced Stress 
In a supersonic f l ight environrr.ent, a l ti tud e and velocity 
det ennine t he pressure l oad . i'le should follow the procedure outlined 
in <:;ection II.C in order to cal culate the rr.i n imll.'1l dome thickness to 




I( --"L) ,,: ""--'-]A. y. 1 y. 1 (A-2) 
Consider a mediurn altitude flight profile . u.s. Standard 
Atmosphere Tables one has for an altitude of 3 k..'TI; 
y==l . 4 
p~==10 . 2 psi . 
Evaluating Eq. (A- 2) gives a pressure jurnp along the stagnation 
streamline of 21 . 07. Substituting values in Eq . (A··l), gives Llp == 
204 . 7 psi. 
Let us consider that a "floating attachment" scheme, l i k.e a 
polyamide adhesive, is used to dec ouple the dome from the missile 
bod y . The maximum tensile stresses failure cri terion leads to the 
following expression 
olSP (')'" ~'- . O.5el ~ 
t:J.p R 
(A-J) 
for the minimu.lll dome thickness, L lli..in' where or refers to the nominal 
flexure stre!1gth of t he material, and SF is an appropriate safety 
factor that yields the minimurn thickness required to prevent 
catastrophic failure ot the dome. Since currently available IR 
trans mitting dome materials are brittle cera."llics, they may exhibi t 
a wide range of fracture probabilities u!1der apparently identical 
loadings, which suggest satety tactors of at least four (4) if o( is 
the characterist i c flex l.:ral st~ength derived from a Weibull 
statistical analysis . The dome thickness required for withstandin g 
aerodynamic l oads Ljp wi th good p r obabili ty o f survival can be 
obtai ned f::-om the fo l l owi n g equat i o n: 
L .. Jn K 1. 75 ( "E) UJ (A-4) 
R 0, 
For a truncated hemispherical dome with R = 3 . 3166 em, a nd us i n g 
CVD d i amond a s dome ma t erial, 
L.i~ ' 1. 7 5 (3 . 32X10 .>:nJ[ 1.1J1X10 ' Pii) . 5 . 4x 10 'm 
1 . 5xl0 ~ Pd 
2. Thermally I nduced Stress 
(A-S) 
As shown in chapter 1 the max imum tensi l e stress shou l d be 
given by an expression such as [10] 
(A-c) 
where C( '" thermal expansion coefficient, 
TSF '" Th ermal Stress Factor, 
'" biaxaia l e l est i c modu l us, 
liT '" temperature differ ential across the d ome l .. a11 . 
The stress induced by t he sudden aerodynami c hea t ing of t he dome 
depend s o n ::chs aobility of the dome to condu ct the heat flow and 
ult i ma tely upon the heat - fl ow pattern . which is control l ed by the 
Biot number. 
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Bi. !f ' (A-7) 
where h == heat trans::=er coeff:'cient at the outer surface, 
L == dome t:'1ickness, 
k = thermal conductivity of dome material. 
The "optimun" dome thickness, L = L~.in is determined by 
aerostructural requirerr.ents and should be as thin as possible to 
enhance the thermal shock resistance and reduce self - emisssion. In 
assessing the "ultimate" 'I'SR of an IR dome, the Biot number should 
be expressed in the following way 
where h ' H refers to a 1-cm radius dome . 
At Mach=4, altitude=3krn 
5i' O.908,fR 
. kO~/J 
From Fig A- 1, 
Bi' (0.908) (3.3166crn)l/2 ~ 1><10' 
(20Wcm- 1K- J ) (150)2/J 
(A·S) 
(A-9) 
where R is in centimeters, k in watts per centimeter per kelvin, and 
Of is in megapascals . considering the hemispherical dome window case, 
R == 3.3166 cm and CVD Diamond as window material, we conclude that 
the response of the diamond to transient heating will be in the 
thermally thin mode (Ei <1). lndeed this material exhibits extremely 
low Biot nurnbers(Bi<O.001) that minimize the temperature gradients 
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aC1:'OS5 the thickness. 
?he thermal shock temperature (TST) of the min:imu.l'll thick 
temperature missile demes with Bi· that represents the Biot number 
::or the most severe enviro:mnent based on prcjected tactical 
requixerr,ents . 
For thermally thin domes the peak tempe1:'ature differential 
between the outer and inne.1:' wall is given by 
(A-1 0) 
In the therma l ly thin regime the temperature of the back face 
may get hot Long before the f!:"ont reaches the recovery temperature . 
Figure A- I. Heat transfer Coefficient 01 Stagnatinn 
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APPENDIX B. PROGRAM TO EXTRACT FLOW VARIABLES 
The f ollowing program written in FORTRAN was used t o extract 
from the q. save fi l e (PLOT3D format) the values of the flow 
v ariables of Table 4 - 2 . It uses the grid.in file I PLQT3D format) and 
the q.save file as input files. Bya simple alteration of the source 
code i t i s possible to read from the q.save computed file flow field 
values for specif i c range of I (streamwise direc t ion), 
J(circumferencial direction) and K(radial direction) . 
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C !::xtract X,y,2 vs. Temperi'lture, NormaJi2ed Temperi'lturc, 
C Coefficient of PressuLe from grid and Q file" in PLOT3!) forlT,~L 
PARAMETER (MI- 300, MJ-J 00, MK E 50) 
DIMENSION XYZ (MI, MJ, MK, 3) ,Q (MI, MJ,MK, 5) 
DIMENSION X(MI),Y(MI) Z(MI),T(MI) 
CHAAACTEf(*80 FILE 
PARAMETER (G".HMA-l.4) 
C Re .. d grid file 
WRI TE(*,11 
1 FORMAT{' EnteL P LOT 3D grid filename; ',$) 
READ{*,2) FlU:: 
2 FORMAT (A) 
OPEN (UNIT-l, FILE-FI LE, STATUS-' OLD' ,FORM-' FORHATTEu' ) 
READ(l,") NI,NJ,NK 
IF (NI.GT.MI .OR. NJ.GT.MJ .Of'. NK.GT.MK) THEN 
WRITE (*,31 
FORMAT (' Grid i" too big, exceeds intern"l d~men".:.on" .') 
READ (1, *) « «XYZ (I, J, K,NXI, I _ I ,NI), J - I,NJ), K-1, NKI t';X - I, :'\1 
Read Q file 
WRITE(*,4) 
4 FORMAT(' Enler PLO'l'3D Q filename: ',';:) 
READ(*,2) FII.E 
OPEN (UN I T-I, FILE_FILE, STATUS~' OI.D' ,FORM=' FORMATTf.D' ) 
REAn(l,X) NID,NJD,NKD 
IF (NID.NE.NI .OR. NJD.NE.NJ .OR. NKD.NE.NKI TKEN 
WRITE(*,5) 
FORMAT(' Q file dimenzi ons don"t rM.tch grid.') 
GOTO 100 
I;>N])lF 
READ (1, *) FSMf!.CH,ALPHA, RE, TIM£: 
READ{!, *) « «Q(I,J,K,NX), I ~I!NI), J~ I,NJ), K-l, NK) ,NX l,~) 
C Get range of (i, j, k). 
11 FORMAT (' E!lte~ IS,I£, JS, J!::, '. $) 
IS, IE, JS, JE, KS, KE 
I-IRITE!',12) 
12 FORMAT!' Entec XYPLOT l-Ial1 Temp filename: ',$) 
RF"'D( ', 2) FILE 
OPEN (UNIT- I, FJ LE- FIL€, STATUS_ ' UNKNOWN' ,FORM _ ' FORMATTED') 
RHOIN . .. 1. 
CJNF - 1. 
.. l./GAHMJ\ 
V2JNF - 0.5 ' (f"SMACH/CINF) '* 2 
DO 20 K .. KS,KE 
DO 20 J .. JS,J€ 
DO 20 K - 1,35 
RHO - Q(I,J , K, I) 
U - Q(LJ,K,2)/RHO 
.. Q(I,J,K,3)/RflO 
.. O(LJ,K,4)/RHO 
.. Q(J, J ,K, S IIRHO 
V2 .. 0.5 ' (U " 2 i V" 2 i 1-1"2) 
Er .. EO ~ V2 
.. (P ~ PINFl/QINF 
- (P/PINF)/ (Rl!O/RltoINF) ' 520 ' 5/9. 
- (P/PINF)/ (RHO/RHOINF) 
XII) - X'lZ(LJ,K,l) 
'l(I) - X'lZ(I,J,K,2) 
ZO) .. X'lZ(I,J,K,3) 
I-IRl'tE{l,') X(I) Y (I), ZU) , TII),'tc"tio,Cp 
CONTINUE 
CLOSE (UNIT'" ) 
"5 
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APPENDIX C. OVERFLOW INPUT/OUTPUT FILE SPECIFICATIONS 
The fo llowing list describes the inpll t / ou tput files and the da t a 
they contain : 
Filename Unit 110 Descri tion 
id.in in III llJ id fil e PLOnD format 
fort.2 in lUI from PEGASUS 
I q.restart input 0 restart file PLOnO fonnal 
input I 0 save file (PLOn D fonnat 
I q.bomb input I Q bomb fil e PLOTJD format 
resid.oul nowsolverresidualhiston· 
fomo .out OUtput forceandmomentcocfficienthistof\i 
I rpmin.out minimum densityl ressure/ amroa historY 
tmb.out 11 output turbulence model residual histoI"V 
~pecies . out 12 output s~jescontinujtvresjduaJhistory 
intero.n 10 both PEGASUS intenx>Jation and boundary point indices 
I param." 10 both intermediate stora"e of run parameters 
flowvar.n 10 both intermediate stOTa 'e of flow variables 
I Ilfidmet.n 10 both intermediate Slora e of gr id and metrices 
Table C-l . OVERFLOW InputlOutputjiles 
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APPENDIX D. LDWTRAN ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION MODEL 
The Atmospheric Transmittance/Radiance,; Computer Code LOWTRAN 6 
calculates both the atmosp:,eric transmittance and radiance 
throughout the infrared spectrum(D.25 to 28 .5 ].lm) [28 J . It uses a 
sing l e parameter band mo6e l fo:::- moleC1.,:,lar absorption, and includes 
the effects of continuum absorption, molecu l a.::" scattering, and 
aerosol absorption. Refraction and earth curvature are incl1.,:,de6 in 
the calculation for sldnt paths [28 ] . 
Five seasonal models and the 1 962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere are 
provided as inputs to the LOWT:\.;;}I p:::-ogra..:n using typica l altit1.,:,de, 
pressure, tenperature, 'Nater vapor den.sity and ozone density 
profiles for each. The f ive other atrr.osphe:::-ic profiles consist o f 
(1) Tropical (15 0 N), (2) Midlatit1.,:,de Sum.:ner (45 Q N- .:July), (3) 
Midlatitude Winter (45n N- Janua'::-Y) , (4) Subarctic Summer (6D U N), and 
(5) Subarctic .... Iinter (60 0 N- J anuary). Additio:1aly the user may input 
radiosonde data if desired to make calculations for a specific 
profile. 
The LOWTRAN code includes three boundary layer aerosol types: 
Rural, Urban , and Maritime. Due to the nature of the scenario, only 
the latter 'Nas used to simu l ate an engagement of an anti - ship 
missile in open '""aters. These ae.::-osols are largely sea-salt 
particles i:1 the lower boundary l aye.::- caused by evaporation of sea -
spray drop l ets. Togethe.::- wi th a background aerosol of more or l ess 
pronounced cont i r.ental characteristics they f orr:'. a fairly uniform 
maritime aeroso l which is representative of the l ower 2 to 3 
kilornete.::- s of the atmosphere over the oceans. 
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These aerosols should not be confused with the heaV}' direct 
sea-spray aerosols found in the lower 10 to 20 meters above the 
ocean surface which are strongly dependent on recent wind and sea 
surface turbulence. The extinction and absorption coefficients are 
calcul ated as a f unction of the relative humidity and based heavily 
upon the refractive index for the given altitude a nd weather 
conditions. 
The ability to calculate slant-path transmittance is 
incorporated in the W-f'l'TRAN VI utilizing a data base of seasonal and 
latitude dependencies of vertical aerosol distributions. This allows 
transmittance calculations of medium and high altitude missile 
attack profiles. 
The LOWTRAN code calculates transmittance as a function of 
"absorber density" for the path, the pressure, and temperature, for 
the particular wavelength band chosen. It utilizes both empirical 
laboratory data and available molecular line constant data in 
performing its calculations. 
The aerosol population found over the world's ocean is 
significantly different in composition and distribution from that of 
a continental origin. These aerosols are la:!:"gely derived from the 
sea_ They are produced by the evaporation of sea spray and fr;?ffi jet 
and film droplets. Jet droplets are ejected into the air by the 
bursting of small air bubbles at the sea surface. The bursting of 
the bubble fi l m leaves behind many smaller film droplets that may 
also be diffused into the air . These mechanisms are wind dependent 
and require whitewater phenomenon to produce aerosol. 
Once the aerosol droplets are airborne, they undergo additional 
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sorting and mixing processes . The marine boundary layer is L:sually 
capped by a Lernperature inversion and, wi:.hin the boundary layer, 
::he smal l er marine aeroso l t ogether w=-th any backgro\:nd aerosol forIT'o 
a fa irly uniform aeroso l spatidl distribution. Once introduced into 
the atmosphere the lifetime of an aerosol partic l e is dependent on 
the size of ::he particular aerosol particle. Tho3C with very small 
sizes have a VC':;y long residence time in the boundary }ayer if there 
are no washout processes taking p l ace. On t he other :"1and, those with 
very large sizes have a short r esidence time and de I'.ot contribute 
::0 the stationary long-ter!n aerosol population. 'rhe reader is 
recommended to Reference [ 2 8] for more details. 
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APPENDIX E SINGLE LENS DESIGN 
The single l ens used on the rari1 a tive t rar:sfer o:!: the 
c omputat i on of detector i r ra dicmce ',,"'as riesigned us .'-ng t he program 
ZEV.:AX -XE. In t his appendi x are i nc l uded the output plots of Sl lc n a 
computation. 
FI?Ure £ -1. Seeker (;(}!ledmg lens f ocal ~hromallc shift 
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-Figure £-2. Seeker collecfmg fem; geometric enCircled energy. 
FIgure E 3. Seeker wllec/mg lens poraxlG/ (.hromo/Jc shiji 
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APPENDIX F. "POLE-FIT" EMISSIVITY MODEL 
The "classical pole-fit " model" :::--epresents the complex 
permit::ivity, €, in the form o f the lattice v i brat_ions [24] : 
(F-l) 
, .... here 6€j Yj are the jCh IEode s t rength, line width, and l ong wave -
lengt h tr-ansverze op t ical freque:lcy, respectively . This model 
adequately desccibe the ceflectance, R , i:1 the inf r-ared reg i on . 
Us ing Sq . (? - 1), the static dielectric constant, €~(T) =0 8( O,T ), 
becomes 
The frequency dependence o f Yj represen ts a cutoff beyond the 
one-phonon r egi on caused b y anhannonicities of the potential . The 
cutoff is empicicdlly repre s e nted as fol lows 
(F-J) 
, ... he:::-e ex and ~ are a:::-britary parameter-so Michael Thomas team a t APL 
has Deen most successful in this effort by c hoosing a =0 4 and ~ as 
1.1 times t he h:'..ghes t infrared allowed tr-ansverse opt ica l optical 
mode fr-equency . 
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As Eq. (F-l) suggests, the reflectance is a function not only of 
frequency but a l so of temperature. The temperatur e dependence of 
the transverse mode frequencies, VQTj and the mode strengths, il.€j' 
can be represented by linear equations of the fo rI!'! 
(F4) 
where To is a reference temperature and aj and b] are mode- and 
material - specific constants coefficients. The dependence of the 
linewidth on temperature can be described by a quadratic equation in 
(F-6) 
where To is again a reference temperature and c j and d j are mode 
and material-specific constant coefficients. The high-frequency 
penni tti vity, e~ , is also temperature dependent and is represented 
by 
(f-7) 
ej=de~1 T=2n.. (dn~/dT); thus, in most cases. e] is determined from 
dn/dT measurements at the he l ium- neon l aser frequency. 
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APEENDIX G. RESULTS FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY 
For optical::"y smooth sc;.rfaces t.hat are p:'lysical ly and chemically 
clean, (electromagnetic theory '''' ith the aid of Kirchoff' s law 
provides· a prediction of the magnitude and distribution of the 
directional emissivity [12" The radiat::,o:l emi~sion propert i es of the 
aforemer:t i oned ideal surfaces are sonetimes distinguished by using 
the t erm erFissiv':"ty instead of emittance . 
Radidnt energy either incident on or l eaving from a sur f dce 
can be resolve:l into two components of polarization. One of t hese 
components is polarized paralle l to the plane of j ncidence and the 
other is polari zed perpendicular to the pldne of incidence. The 
electromagnetic theory predicts the specular re f lectance p' 
corresponding to each component of polarization, defined the 
ratio of t he :uonochromatic in t ensities of that component in the 
reflec;::ed and i.ncident bearrs . 
The expressions for PJ.' (perper.diculdr polarized component) and 
PJ' (parallel polarized component) const i tute the well - known Fresnel 
l aw of re f lection assuming t hat the medium adjacent to the 
reflecting surface has a refrdctive index o f unity <lnd ar. extinction 
coefficient of zero (vacuum ar.d gases) . 'l'he s e expressio:1s are 
derived for r:lonochromatic radiat i on. However, the subscript A is 
omitted in order to avoid compli c ating an already cu.'Ubersome 
notatjon. The resulting equa::ions are 
(G-la) 
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<1" b" 2a sin e tan e. sin" e tan" e 
a 2. b 2 . 2a sin e tan 8. sin" e tan" e (G- Ib) 
The angle 6 is the specular - ray direction co:::-responding to an 
incident beam whose angle of inclination is 'fI '" e . The quantities 
a and b are related to the angle of reflection e and to the 
refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k of the material 
on which the radiation is incident. 
p" 
Figure G-/. Predictions a/the monochromatic emissivity and the 
specular reflectance from electromagnetic theory 
(G-2a) 
(G-2b) 
The complex index of refraction, n, is defined taking the 
optical constants nand k together, as follows 
(G-3) 
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If the 1.nc i dent :::-adiatioIl is unpo J arized, then t he two components 
o f po l arization in t:he i ncident bean are o f equal intens i ty . In this 
ca5e it is readi l y verified t hat the monochromat.ic specular 
r-e f lectance is the average of P .. " and /1 ' , t.hat is, 
p ' (8) • (G-4) 
Tbe monochromatic d i receional absorptivity, ::::r(8) , can be determined 
l.:sing Ki:::-cho ff ' s l aw, 
arO) . 1 0 · (8) . 1 '(8) 0/(8)] (G-5) 
to the fact t:hat Ki!:""choff ' s 1Q' ... · appl ies directionally and 
mOIlochr-omatical l y for each component: of polariza t io:cl, one can write 
the components 
(G-6b) 
1' , (e) . a l (6) . 1 p~ (e) (G-6a) 
Furthe:::1uore, the di r.ectional emi.ss i vity of the mixed radiation is 
the average of €~ and f.'1 that 1.s, 
~ (0) . (G-7) 
l'.l t hough the su:Cscript A is ommited for notational simplicity, the 
foregoing equati.ons, as well as those t::lat fo l low, are to be 
regar-ded as applying monochromatically. 
The predictions of elect.!:""omagnetic t.heory for P .. ' and p( can be 
employed to provide an expression f or the direcLiona l emissivity. 
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<:.(8) . -",-. -:-b" ~2-:-'~'~i'C"8::-. -co-,""8 (G-9) 
The quantities a and b are related to the optical constants and to 
the angle of enission 8 by equations (G-2). If nand k are k. .. lOWll, 
Eq. (G-8) provides a prediction of the directional d istribution of 
the monochromatic emissivity of an optically smooth surface. 
The hemispherical emissivity c can be deter:nined from the 
directional emi ttance by integrating over the hemisphere. By 
introducing the definitions of £ ana £(8), the emissivity can be 
computed using the following relation 
r . * l.. r (e) cos e dw (G-10) 
Eq. (G-8) , can be then be employed to provide a predic tion for £. In 
the case of an electric nonconductor (k "" 0), the execution of the 
integration yields 
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n I (n . 1) (n L .2n -1) 
n' . I)' (n _1) 
(G-ll) 
in which eo is the emissivity in the di:::-ection normal to the sur::ace 
(n 1)' (G-12) 
The ratio of the hemispherical to the normal emissivity rat-_io 
has practical significance inasmuch as it is the r..ormal emissivity 
that is more of t en de::ermined by experimen::, whereas it is the 
hemispherical emissivity that is usually needed in the computation 
of the radiant interchange. The ra::io £/£" is presented in F i g . G-2 
as a func t ion of the re f ractive index for pa~ametric values of the 
extinction coefficient ko = kin. Within the range o f nand k . values 
that correspond to real materials, the E/En rat::'o is greater than 
one for metals and less than one f or dielectrics . For the latter 
materials, £ is only slightly less then £n. 
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R£FAAcnVE II\OfX , n 
Figure G-2. Ratio a/the hemispherical 10 Ihe normal 
emissivity as predicted by electromagnetic theory 
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APEENDIX H. RADIATION TRANSFER SOURCE CODE 
The program listed be1 0w was Io.'rittec i n MATLAB and computes the 
background photon flux on a n nxn ?PA oz:-igi nated by a hemispherical 
dome. The method used [0110· ... ,;5 the procedure outlined =-n the section 
A and B of this chapter . The program asswnes that the dome 
temperature has cylindr i cal syr.'Detry and that the opt ical system is 
looking straight ahead. 
Input Par ameters 
The temperature dis t ributio:1 , in kelvins, is entered in the 
vec t or tempdata. The first ele:nent is the dome stagnation 
temperature.The other temperature information is chosen in points 
dOlir.1stream in order to ensure that a reasonable coverage of the do:ne 
is achieved. The coord ;.,as Lhe radial coordina:-.es (meast.:red f :::-om the 
dome axis in em) of the points coYresponding co the d a ta of vector 
tempdata . 
Fol l owing is a list o[ the input parameters: 
radial diECyecization numbey of elemen t.. s of the 
dome; 
-:> !>ft'! - nwnber of sec t.ors used co discretize t1-.e dome; 
-> :ilopupi l - radius of the p upil measuyed fyom the dome 
axis (m) ; 
- :> Rl radius of c u rvature of l ens t ront. st.:rface (m) ; 
- :> R2 - radi us of C'..lrva:.ure of lens back surface (m) ; 
- > Rdome - radius of curvat.ure o f the dome(m}; 
lens thickness; 
- > t1 - lens separat ion [rom che dome; 
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-> t3 - backsurface focal length ; 
- > larnbdamin - cut-on wavelength(microns); 
- > lambdamax - cut-off wavelength (microns) ; 
- > ND - sqrt (number of array pixels); 
- > cell separation (microns) ; 
-> em - dome emissivi t y; 
index o f refraction of t he media suurronding the 
lens; 
- > nl index of refraction of the lens; 
-> toptics - cold optics optical transmiss ion . 
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lU'Ulu, unnun"un",n" " u , u, ,,,,, \\UU,, ,, 
, I! LT Clcl10 O. F .. rr.!ira l.<!iu , 
, Kont .. r .. y, 16 Nov 1 9 92 , 
: :!~u~~~~: ~~~~~n i;~a:t~ on a FPA : 
1; originated by a hot window he llispherical do.... 1; 
ntnnn1;"nn'\\\\nU'nn"UnnU1;nnn~ 'nn 1;\\ 
cl .. a r 
~~i:~i~i e 
'nn,,,-n - input par""et .. rs nnn-n\ 
coordM[O 0.0078 0.0115 0.01]2 0.0158 o.ons 0.0189], 
Teapdata- [1.222 118) 115 0 1112 975 9 45 905]: 
T .... pCo .. f~polyrit( coord, T .. :opdat" , 6) : 
NW_ 41, \ odd , 










nl _ 4.00431: 
toptiCOF .5; 
,t, Compute ccordinat .... on conjugate window and detf>Ctor .. it .. n U ' t\\ \ \ '" 
xdlim-NO*cellsep/2 ; 
lIIl1bda.ean_ ( 1 ambcl. .. " .. x+laJUbdll .. in)/2; 
Adbin"'Cellse p'2; 
Tstaqrpolyval (·r .. llpc<:ler , 0) U 1 44; 
zl~n*t/nl; 
~~:~"72. (nl/n-l) * ( n*t/nl) ; 
2Cu -Zl./ ( (z2+23)); 
for i _l :NW; 
r(i) _RpUpil*i/NW; 
z(i) - sqrt [ RW' 2-r(i) A2)+tl; 
for i-l:2:NW-2; 
T ( i )=polyval (TeJOpcoef, r ( i +1 » , 
for i=I'!fW; 
.u~z (i )+t. "2 ( i )/Rl* ( n/nl - 1 )+n*t/nl; 





dotp>'od_inon·nonrwdlt+jnon·nonlWdy+kno ... ·no ... wdz: 
norasU.t' t _"qrt(inOOllA2+:!nO ... A2+kno~'2): 
nonowd- llqrt(nOl"llwdx- 2+nOrmwd~r2+nonlWd~'2) : 
costheta_.bG(dotprOdw/( (no.-.surf.nonawd))): 
dotprodd- -nonwdz; 
costhet.d •• bs(dotprOdd/(no.-.vd)): 
Ql • .w..-.... CJ/ (1 • .oduoeanA4 ° (exp(c2/( h.od • .e.,,*Tst.q)-J))). (llUab::laaax-la.oda.in 




'" co.put .. Photon Flux ''''''''''''''''''''t"",,,,,nn'''''''''''''t'''' 
for n- l, (HD+lj/2: 
el.psed....ti.e_ round( .. ti_(clock,tU.e)j 
tO~o~:~:E~~~~: 
tco.pute coordin.te" 0" conjuqate window .nd d e tector site 
d._pi*(r(k+2). A2->,(k)."2)/HW1 




it I - MW : 
d><2_xconj(k+l,1}_xconj(k+l,MW_l ) : 
dy2-yconj(k+l,1)-yconj(k+l,lIW-l}: 
el~!2-ZCOnj(k+l,1)-ZCOnj(k+l,lIW-l ) ; 
d><2-xconj(k+l,l+1)-xconj(k+l,1-1}; 
dy200yconj(k+l,l+1)-yeonj(k+l,1-1): 
dz2 _ zconj(k+l,1+1)_zconj(k+l.l_l): 
icross.odylodzz-dzlodyz: 
jcross _ _ dxl*dz2+dU *dx2: 









z)~nl/n· (z(i)/Rl· (n/nl-l)"n/nl); 
~con(i)--ZI/((zHz)); 
,U..-!+t./Rl *(n/nl-l), 
... 2_1/Rl* (n/nl_l)*(l+t./Rl * (n/nl_I)+nl/n); 
... · AI+ZCon(i). *A2; 
rconj(i) - A* r(i): 
for j " I: MW ; 
xconj(i,j) " rconj(i) *cOs(2 *pi/KW* j); 
yconj(i,j ) _rconj(i) *sin(2 *p i fMW*j); 
rconj(i,j ) - abs(zeon(i»): 
x_xeonj; 
yryconj, 
z - zconj; 
r_sqrt(x . '2+y. A2)I 
xdet.oo zerOS( H!»; 
~~~~!~~:'~iD) ; 
fozpl: NDt-I; 
xdet(n,. ) __ xdU.+(n_l) *cellsep; 
ydet( n •• )- - xdll.+( .. -l)*cellsep; 
.0' Qbin_zcros (NDt-l) 
a xis ( ' square ' ) 
~~:~;;~~4 ; 
C)_1.8837e27; 
t" Co.pute photon Clux originated ny t.he dome cant.ral el"ment. """"" 
: rvd - ~!~~~~r~iSt.anee bet.ween t.h e conjugat.e surrace and t.he pixel at 
1; daw - IIrell of finite ele."nt at. the conjugat.e surface; 
t costlletaw - angle between the nonu.1 to t.he conjugat.e surface 
t and the line of radiative interchange ; 
t costhat.ad - angle betlfflen t.he n<;>rIIal t.o the det.ect.or 
t and the line ot raduo.t.ive interchange; 
1; Ol alObda - photon exittance of t.he dOlle 
t 0 - photon irndia""e originat.ed by a certain portion of the do",e in a 













nOrDlS1,lrf- sqrt( inorm~ 2+jnormA2+knono~2); 
no~~sqrt (normwdx~2+normwdY'2+nor:mwdz~2): 
costheta_abs ( dotprodw/( (normsurf*normwd))); 
dotprodd--normwdz; 
costhetad~abs(dotprodd/(nonmwd)) : 
OllUlbda- em"'cJ/ (lambdaJllean~4* (exp( c2/( lambdamean*T(k)) -1 )) ) * (lambdall .. x-lambda",-in) 
~Olaabda *daw*Adbin.costhetad*costhetaw/rwd~ 2 ; 




for n _l :(JfD+l)/2; 
for llJa-(ND+1)j2+1:ND+l; 
end ~~~n( n,lIUII)-Qbin(n, N0+ 2- 1IlII); 
for _1:ND+l; 
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